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Welcome to the 114th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic effort and remarkable personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for the size of the UWM Panther Arena. Gathered together, we look every bit like the university that enrolls more Wisconsin residents than any other.

As we celebrate our graduates, we can also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of hope. For some, the work and impact of a university is viewed as complete when students conclude their studies. This is not the case at UWM. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong research, discovery and collaboration with area businesses, industries, community and non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions. These partnerships lead to – and create – more jobs throughout the region for our students after they graduate. You’ve set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. They are the first members of our Class of 2016. When combined with those who will follow them in December, the Class of 2016 is an impressive 5,000+ students.

To all of our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all of your endeavors. Please keep us apprised of your many successes.

Best regards and congratulations,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A QUICK HISTORY OF UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885  Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892  University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909  With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920  The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927  Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928  UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951  Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1961  The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963  UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964  UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965  UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970  Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988  UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995  Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000  UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001  Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002  Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005  Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006  $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008  Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010  The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- SALMON—Public Health
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students, identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
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BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Tiana Sorenson, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Eve Hall, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   David P. Misky, President
   UWM Alumni Association

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Johannes Britz, Provost and Vice Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Scott B. Noegel, Professor, Musician, Artist and Filmmaker
   University of Washington, Seattle

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
DORAN “DANNI” GENDELMAN
Founder, InterPlan Office Products, Inc.

Honorary Doctor of Great Lakes Education

Escorted by: Senior Director and Associate Dean of Research J. Val Klump
School of Freshwater Sciences

DORAN (DANNI) GENDLEMAN was born in Menomonie, Wisconsin, and is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, Madison with majors in Theatre, French and Merchandising. After marriage, she did graduate work in design at Marquette University, and did Masters studies at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee in Theatre, Philosophy and World Affairs. Additionally, thirty years were spent in theatre directing, acting and teaching.

Danni founded InterPlan Office Products Inc. in 1970. InterPlan, a Herman Miller dealer, became one of the most successful contract design and furnishings firms in Wisconsin, with offices in downtown Milwaukee and Appleton. InterPlan’s focus was primarily design and furnishings of the workplace, concentrating on offices and healthcare facilities.

InterPlan was one of the largest ‘Women Owned Business Enterprises’ in the state of Wisconsin, and nationally in the top 500.

For many decades, Danni has been a fresh water ambassador and educator. Her love of fresh water, nature, dogs, skiing, horseback riding, sailing, swimming, and hiking, lead to Danni founding Great Lakes Future (GLF) in 1992. GLF, a nonprofit organization, was dedicated to the development of a fresh water environmental education center on the downtown Milwaukee shore of Lake Michigan.

Danni became known as the “Grand Dame of Fresh Water”. Years later, creating great synergy of purpose, GLF merged with Wisconsin Lake Schooner Education Association with the goal of establishing a shared facility on Milwaukee’s Municipal Pier. Without her passion for fresh water education and research, the exceptional Great Lakes Future exhibit at Pier Wisconsin would not exist today.

Danni’s community involvement spans many decades and includes service on the boards of Theatre X, Renaissance Theatre, Discovery World, and Urban Ecology Center. She was also a co-chair of the Downtown Milwaukee Rotary Club’s Environment Committee. Recently, Danni was one of the key visionaries who helped develop the Milwaukee Rotary Centennial Arboretum, an urban oasis that combines Riverside Park and Milwaukee River frontage with reclaimed post-industrial land into a public green space, natural habitat, and outdoor classroom.

In the 1960’s, Danni marched with civil rights leader Father James Groppi, supporting his concern for the lives and rights of African-Americans. In the early 1970’s, when Native Americans took over the vacated Coast Guard station on Lincoln Memorial Drive in Milwaukee, Danni often brought them food in support of their calling attention to the fact that Native Americans were deprived benefits that the government was giving other minority groups. In the 1980’s, Danni founded the nonprofit, Summer Street Studio, a cross-disciplinary arts program held during the summer for teenagers.

Married to her best friend, Shel Gendelman, for 63 years, they share three wonderful adult children and four extraordinary grandchildren, all living in the Milwaukee area.
SCOTT B. NOEGEL
Professor, Musician, Artist and Filmmaker
University of Washington, Seattle

Honorary Doctor of Letters
Escorted by: Dean Rodney Swain, College of Letters and Science

SCOTT NOEGEL was born in rural Rugby Junction, Wisconsin. Until he was six he was raised in the home built by his great grandparents, immigrants from Bavaria. He received his elementary and high school education in Port Washington. After receiving scholarships in the arts, he enrolled at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee intending to major in drawing, painting, and film. But he soon found his calling elsewhere, and instead, he obtained BA degrees from UW in Hebrew Studies, Medieval History, and Modern European Intellectual History in 1989. He then received his MA and PhD degrees in ancient Near Eastern languages and cultures from Cornell University (1991, 1994). Currently, Scott is Professor of Biblical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies in the Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilization at the University of Washington in Seattle, a department for which he also served as chair 2006-2015. In addition to English, he knows eleven languages, some ancient, others modern.

To date he has given more than one hundred public and scholarly lectures. He has authored, co-authored, and edited ten books and more than seventy articles on diverse topics related to the ancient world. Though active in his academic career, he never ceased his involvement in the arts. Since the 1980s he has been active as a musician in a number of art band projects, and as a filmmaker and visual artist. He also has worked as an arts organizer creating music and film collectives. He has served on the Mayor’s Arts Task Force in Seattle and has held two terms on the Seattle Arts Commission. He has received a number of grants for his digital and film work and has been a nominee for the Rockefeller Foundation National Film/Video Fellowship as well as National Endowment for the Arts. In 2002, Scott Noegel was awarded the City of Seattle Distinguished Citizen Medal for service in the arts.
GOLD COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Jennifer Hansen, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Eve Hall, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   David P. Misky, President
   UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   José Vásquez
   President
   St. Anthony Catholic School, Milwaukee, WI

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
Gold Ceremony Commencement Speaker

José Vásquez
President, St. Anthony Catholic School
Milwaukee, WI

José Vásquez has approximately 40 years of management experience in the private sector, county government, and education, both at the technical college and university level. He has worked for Waukesha County Technical College, the University of Wisconsin-Extension, Milwaukee County Government, Neighborhood House, St. Joseph Academy, and La Casa de Esperanza among others. He has managed organizations at all stages of development, from small to large and new to well-established. The variety of services provided by these organizations have been from early childhood and elementary education, technical college and university education, community-based organizations, medical services, elderly serving organizations and others.

José has served on the board of directors for organizations such as Milwaukee Area Technical College, St. Francis de Sales Catholic Seminary, and Red Cross of Greater Milwaukee. He also served on the University of Wisconsin System Board Of Regents, and on the Wisconsin Technical College System Board of Directors. One of his longest board services has been for the United Community Center Board of Directors in Milwaukee. He has held all leadership positions typical of nonprofit board directors.

At present, José is the president of St. Anthony School in Milwaukee. This school is the largest parish-affiliated Catholic school in the United States. St. Anthony School serves over 2,000 students from nursery school through high school. The school is divided into five campuses on the south side of Milwaukee.

Vásquez holds a bachelor’s degree (1968) in sociology from St. Mary’s University in San Antonio, Texas and a master’s degree (1975) in educational rehabilitation counseling from UW-Milwaukee. He is also a professionally trained consultant specializing in serving nonprofit board directors and executive directors.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANTHROPOLOGY

Michelle M. Birnbaum
“The Richter Site (47DR80): Reevaluation of Middle Woodland North Bay in Northeastern Wisconsin”
Major Professor: John Richards

Emily Jane Epstein
“The Riddle on Blitzen: Hunter-gatherer Household and Community Food Security on Tse’tse’ede (Steens Mountain), Harney County, Oregon”
Major Professor: Robert J. Jeske

Ethan Adam Epstein
“Examination and Comparison of Late Paleoindian Period Lithic Economies, Mobility, and Social Organization in Wisconsin”
Major Professor: Jean Hudson

Katy J. Mollerud
“The Cambria Connection: Identifying Ceramic Production and Community Interaction in Late Prehistoric Minnesota, AD 1050-1300”
Major Professor: John Richards

ARCHITECTURE

Mark A. Proffitt
“Exploring the Cost and Values of the Household Model in Long Term Care”
Major Professors: Brian Schermer & Gerald Weisman

Payman Sadeghi
“High-Performance Building Envelope: An Energy Evaluation of a Double-Skin Façade Linked into the Earth”
Major Professor: Michael Utzinger

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Kathryn Elizabeth Barry
“Are We Missing the Forest for the Trees? Quantifying the Maintenance of Diversity in Temperate Deciduous Forests”
Major Professor: Emily Latch

Zachary William Bateson
“Effects of Drift, Selection and Gene Flow on Immune Genes in Prairie Grouse”
Major Professor: Linda A. Whittingham

Laura Marie Ketelboeter
“Protective Effects of Pigmentation in Pseudomonas aeruginosa: Insights on Pyomelanin Production and Inhibition by NTBC”
Major Professor: Sonia Bardy

Marcin Maziarz
“Role of Protein Phosphatase Reg2-Glc7 in the Regulation of the Yeast Stress Response Kinase, Snf1”
Major Professor: Sergi V. Kuchin

Katrina Lynn Olsen
“Ultrastructural Changes during Pollen Wall Development and Germination in Arabidopsis thaliana”
Major Professor: Heather A. Owen

Xiaochen Yuan
“The Regulatory Mechanisms of Type IV Secretion in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the effects on Microbial Community”
Major Professor: Ching-Hong Yang
BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS

Akshat Kapoor
Major Professor: Priya Nambisan

Bryan Patrick Weichelt
“Health in Your Hand: Assessment of Clinicians’ Readiness to Adopt mHealth into Rural Patient Care”
Major Professor: Timothy B. Patrick

CHEMISTRY

Brett Allen Beaupre
“The Function of Renalase”
Major Professor: Graham R. Moran

Ryan Andrew Schmeling
“Variable Pathlength Cavity Spectroscopy Development of an Automated Prototype”
Major Professor: Joseph Aldstadt III

Christopher Michael Witzigmann
“I. Synthesis and Evaluation of Novel Antimicrobials with Activity against Drug-Resistant Bacteria via a One-Step Transition Metal Catalyzed Reaction. II. Palladium Catalyzed Heteroannulation of 2-Haloanilines to Dihydrobenzofurans and Indoles. III. Synthesis and Evaluation of GABA Alpha 6 Subtype Selective Ligands: Elucidating the Role of Alpha 6 in the CNS”
Major Professor: James M. Cook

COMMUNICATION

Clare M. Gross
“The Dangerous SIDE of Social Media: Manipulating Bystander Aggression and Support to Cyberbullying Victims through an Application of SIDE”
Major Professor: Nancy A. Burrell

Kristine Mary Nicolini
“Navigating the Noise: An Examination of the Relationship between Introversion, Family Communication Patterns, Family Satisfaction, and Social Self Efficacy”
Major Professor: Nancy A. Burrell

Megan M. Lambertz-Berndt
“Communicating Identity in the Workplace and Affinity Groups Spaces”
Major Professor: Mike R. Allen

ECONOMICS

Hadiseh Fariditavana
“Non Linear ARDL Approach and the J-curve Phenomenon”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Seyed Hesam Ghodsi
“Do Economic Fundamentals Have Symmetric or Asymmetric Effects on House Prices?”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Uchechukwu Augustine Jarrett
“Essays on Growth and Development: An International Economics Perspective”
Major Professor: Hamid Mohtadi

Mona Khadem Sameni
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka
continued

ECONOMICS

Sujata Saha
“Do Changes in Exchange Rates have Symmetric or Asymmetric Effects on Stock Prices?”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Esmaeil Salem
“Essays in Health Economics: Essays on Two Implications of the Affordable Care Act (ACA)”
Major Professor: Scott J. Adams

Darin F Ullman
“Three Essays on Public Policy and Health”
Major Professor: Scott J. Adams

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Lindsay Erika Danforth
“The Effects of Gender Role Conflict, Stigma, and Social Support on Help-Seeking in Male Service Members”
Major Professor: Stephen R. Wester

Shin ye Kim
Major Professor: Nadya A. Fouad

Wen Zeng
“Making Test Batteries Adaptive by Using Multistage Testing Techniques”
Major Professor: Cindy Walker

ENGINEERING

Mehdi Azimipour
“Deep Tissue Light Delivery and Fluorescence Tomography with Applications in Optogenetic Neurostimulation”
Major Professor: Ramin Pashaie

Bamdad Barari
“Experimental and Numerical Characterization of Bio-based Cellulose Nano-fiber Composite”
Major Professor: Krishna M. Pillai

Anju Bhatt
“Analysis of Two Stage Nested Queue Model with Application in Healthcare”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Afsaneh Dorri Moghadam
“In-Situ Synthesis of Aluminum-Titanium Diboride-Aluminum Oxide Hybrid Metal Matrix Nanocomposite”
Major Professor: Pradeep Rohatgi

Roonak Ghaderi
“Seismic Analysis of Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil (GRS) Bridge Abutments with Modular Block Facing”
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

Zahra Ghanian
“Quantitative Optical Studies of Oxidative Stress in Rodent Models of Retina and Lung Injuries”
Major Professor: Mahsa Ranji

Anirban Ghosh
“Algorithmic and Combinatorial Results on Fence Patrolling, Polygon Cutting and Geometric Spanners”
Major Professor: Adrian Dumitrescu

Mehdi Gilaki
“Design for Safety: Characterization of Structural Impact on Lithium Ion Battery Packs”
Major Professor: Ilya Avdeev

Yingying Gu
“Bayesian Methods and Applications to Unstructured Data”
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

Seyed Ahmad Hamidi
“DC UPS for Medical Device Support with Load Leveling”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Sk Eklas Hossain
“Addressing Instability Issues of Constant Power Load Using Storage System in Microgrid Application”
Major Professor: Ronald A. Perez
Mohamed Saeed Hussein
“Experimental Investigation of Chicken Manure Pyrolysis and Gasification”
Major Professor: Ryoichi S. Amano

Randall Scott Jackson
“Application of Reynolds Stress Model using Direct Modeling and Actuator Disk Approaches for a Small Scale Wind Turbine”
Major Professor: Ryoichi S. Amano

Zeljko Radomir Jankovic
“Non-conventional Control Techniques for Stability and Performance Improvements in Micro Grid Tie Inverters”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Kishor Lakshmi Narayanan
“Brain Mechanism for Enhanced Hand Function with Remote Sensory Stimulation”
Major Professor: Mohammad Rahman

Peng Li
“Integrated Special Event Traffic Management Strategies in Urban Transportation Network”
Major Professors: Yue Liu & Zeyun Yu

Ke Liu
“Radial Basis Function: Applications and Parallelization”
Major Professor: Zeyun Yu

Dongqing Pan
“Numerical and Experimental Studies of Atomic Layer Deposition for Sustainability Improvement”
Major Professor: Chris Yingchun Yuan

Rani G K Pradoto
“The Effect of Mechano-Chemical Activation of Fly Ash-Nanoparticle Blends on Performance of Cement Based Composites and Self-Consolidating Concrete”
Major Professor: Konstantin Sobolev

Rahul Ramachandran
“Effects of Surface Topography and Vibrations on Wetting: Superhydrophobicity, Icephobicity, and Corrosion Resistance”
Major Professor: Michael Nosonovsky

Kamil S. Samara
Major Professor: Hossein Hosseini

Seyedmohammad Sadegh Shams
“Experimental and Numerical Characterization of Effects of Defects in Laminated Composites”
Major Professor: Rani F El Hajjar

Chao Sun
“A Conservative Type System Based on Fractional Permissions”
Major Professor: John Boyland

Meysam Tabandeh Khorshid
“Nano-Crystalline Metal Matrix Nano-Composites Reinforced by Graphene and Alumina: Effect of Reinforcement Properties and Concentration on Mechanical Behavior”
Major Professor: Pradeep Rohatgi

Qudsia Tahmina
“Coding Strategies for Cochlear Implants under Adverse Environments”
Major Professor: Yi Hu

Rohit Ugle
“Performance Optimization of Onboard Lithium Ion Batteries”
Major Professor: Anoop K. Dhingra

Vijayendra Viswanathan
“Strategic Inventories in a One-Manufacturer, Two-Retailer Supply Chain with Vertical Control and Downstream Cournot Competition”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Xinxin Wang
“A Modeling and Experimental Investigation of Beach Groundwater Flow”
Major Professor: Qian Liao

Aruna Pushpa Kumara W Wanninayake T M
“Nanostructured Organic/Inorganic Semiconductor Photovoltaics: Investigation on Morphology and Optoelectronics Performance”
Major Professor: Nidal H. Abu-Zahra
continued

ENGINEERING

Jingcheng Wu
“Travel Speed Estimation on Urban Arterials: A Real Time Aspect”
Major Professor: Xiao Qin

Ming Xu
“Numerical Simulation of Porous Media Drying using Pore-network Models”
Major Professor: Krishna M. Pillai

Zhenyu Xu
“Image Segmentation Based on Feature-Sensitive and Adaptive Meshes”
Major Professor: Zeyun Yu

Yi Hsin Yen
“Experiment and Simulation Study of Liquid Breakup Process in Solid Rocket Motor Nozzle”
Major Professor: Ryoichi S. Amano

ENGLISH

Ghassan Abou-Zeineddine
“Madame Bandar’s Theatre of Love”
Major Professor: Valerie Laken

Brittany C. Cavallaro
“Unhistorical: Poems”
Major Professor: Rebecca F. Dunham

Lindsay R. Daigle
“The Small Disasters LP”
Major Professor: Rebecca F. Dunham

Avery C. Edenfield
“Collective Management in a Cooperative: Problematizing Productivity and Power”
Major Professor: David P. Clark

Kalling J. Heck
“Film after Authority: The Transition to Democracy and the End of Politics”
Major Professor: Patrice Petro

Mark David Heimermann
“Neoliberal Darlings: The Commodification of Grotesque Children in Contemporary Comics and Literature”
Major Professor: Peter Sands

Shawna Elizabeth Lipton
“Queer Literary Criticism and the Biographical Fallacy”
Major Professor: Jane Gallop

Noel Pabillo Mariano
“Ghost Games”
Major Professor: Rebecca F. Dunham

Matthew Morris-Cook
“The Pillars of Division”
Major Professor: George Clark

Katherine Elizabeth Morrissey
“Romance Networks: Aspiration & Desire in Today’s Digital Culture”
Major Professor: Tasha Oren

Dawn Arendt Nawrot
“The Female Accomplice: Rape, Liberalism, and the Eighteenth-Century English Novel”
Major Professor: Barrett Kalter

Alexis F. Pegram
“Varied Identifications with ‘The Native’ in American Environmental Writing: A Rhetorical Study”
Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

Heejoung Shin
“Granite and Rainbow: Queer Authority and Authorship in T.S. Eliot, W.B. Yeats, and Virginia Woolf”
Major Professor: Jose Lanters

Angelee K. Singh
“Experience as Counterpoint: A Qualitative Study on the Traditions, Memories and Narratives of First-Generation South Asian Migrants in the U.S.”
Major Professor: Kumkum Sangari

Reed Michael Stratton
“The Rhetorical Ambiance of Innovation: A New Material Analysis of Corporate and Community Innovation Sites”
Major Professor: David P. Clark
FRESHWATER SCIENCES

William Kort
Major Professor: Nancy K. Frank

GEOGRAPHY

I-Hui Lin
“Assessing the Effects of Parks on Surrounding Property Values Using GIS and Spatial Models”
Major Professor: Changshan Wu

Nicholas L. Padilla
Major Professor: Kristin Sziarto

Margaret Wolfe Pettygrove
“Food Inequalities, Urban Agriculture, and the Remaking of Milwaukee, Wisconsin”
Major Professor: Rina Ghose

GEOSCIENCES

Jennifer Johanson
“Transport of Potential Microbial Source Tracking Markers in Sandy Materials”
Major Professor: Shangping Xu

HEALTH SCIENCES

David James Cornell
“Influence of a Corrective Exercise Training Program on Measures of Functional Movement among Active-Duty Firefighters”
Major Professor: Kyle Ebersole

Rhiannon M Seneli
“Foot Kinematics and Neuromuscular Preactivation in Habitual Forefoot and Rearfoot Runners”
Major Professor: Stephen Cobb

Whitney Allegra Welch
“An Examination of Light Intensity Physical Activity and Health in Older Adults”
Major Professor: Ann M. Swartz

INFORMATION STUDIES

Jeannette Renee Glover
“Completing the Circle: An Examination of the Classification Organization and Representation of Materials in Wisconsin Tribal Libraries”
Major Professor: Richard P. Smiraglia

Jennifer Sue Thiele
“Information Access in Rural Areas of the United States: The Public Library’s Role in the Digital Divide and the Implications of Differing State Funding Models”
Major Professor: Dietmar Wolfram

LINGUISTICS

Juman Safwan Al Bukhari
“The Syntax of Elliptical Constructions in Jordanian Arabic”
Major Professor: Nicholas A. Fleisher

Li ya Mar
“Covert Contrast: The Acquisition of Mandarin Tone 2 and Tone 3 in L2 Production and Production”
Major Professor: Fred R. Eckman

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Chun Lung Huang
“The Effects of Appraisal, Cultural, Emotional, and Cognitive Factors on Information Technologies Acceptance and Adoption”
Major Professor: Mark Strite

Sashikala C. Sekhar
“Strategic Sustainability: Motivating Organizationally-beneficial Employee Green Behavior by Fostering a Socially Responsible Climate that Supports Exchange and Identity Processes”
Major Professor: Sarah Freeman
MATHEMATICS

Sami Cheong
“Parameter Estimation for the Spatial Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process with Missing Observations”
Major Professor: Jugal Ghorai

James Lawrence Gollin
“The Root-Finite Condition on Groups and its Application to Group Rings”
Major Professor: Allen Bell

Brian Martin Griffin
“Improving the Subgrid-Scale Representation of Hydrometeors and Microphysical Feedback Effects Using a Multivariate PDF”
Major Professor: Vincent Larson

Ranadeera Gamage Madhuka Samanthi
“Comparing the Riskiness of Dependent Portfolios”
Major Professor: Vytaras Brazauskas

Justin Gerald Trulen
“Asymptotic Estimates for Some Dispersive Equations on the alpha-Modulation Space”
Major Professor: Lijing Sun

Jinyong Ying
“Domain Decomposition Based Hybrid Methods of Finite Element and Finite Difference and Applications in Biomolecule Simulations”
Major Professor: Dexuan Xie

Daoping Yu
“Statistical Contributions to Operational Risk Modeling”
Major Professor: Vytaras Brazauskas

Qian Zhao
“Robust Computationally Efficient Methods for Fitting Loss Models and Pricing Insurance Risks”
Major Professor: Vytaras Brazauskas

NURSING

Linda Marie Dietrich
“The Use of Mobile Phones by Women with HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

Madonna Marie Kubichka
“The Relationships among Nurse Perceived Same-Status Nurse-to-Nurse Coworker Exchange Relationships, Nurse Perceived Quality of Care Provided, Overall Nurse Job Satisfaction, Nurse Perceived Organizational Commitment, Nurse Intent to Stay, and Nurse Job Search Behavior in the Acute Care Nurse Work Environment”
Major Professor: Karen H. Morin

Karen Lynn O’Brien
“Relationship between Financial Support and Retention of Economically Disadvantaged Students in an Undergraduate Baccalaureate Nursing Program”
Major Professor: Rachel F. Schiffman

Catherine S. Schoenewald
“A Qualitative Study to Explore Belonging and Ambiguous Loss in Foster Care”
Major Professor: Patricia Stevens

Jessica Grace Smith
“Registered Nurse Perceptions of Coworker Incivility and Collective Efficacy as Influential to Hospital Structures and Outcomes: A Mediation-Moderation Path Analysis”
Major Professor: Karen H. Morin

Andy John Tracy
“A Phenomenographical Study of the Perceived Factors Affecting Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist’s Role Transition”
Major Professor: Kim Litwack

Amber Young-Brice
“Barriers and Facilitators to Completion of an Undergraduate Nursing Program: Exploration of Mindfulness, Mindlessness, and Retention”
Major Professor: Aaron G. Buseh

Deborah Jean Ziebarth
“Transitional Care Interventions as Implemented by Faith Community Nurses”
Major Professor: Sally Lundeen
PHYSICS

Luiz Henrique Moraes da Silva
“Intersections of Astrophysics, Cosmology and Particle Physics”
Major Professor: Valerica Raicu

Alexander Lee Urban
“Monsters in the Dark: Glimpsing the High-Energy Signatures of Black Hole Formation with Multimessenger Astronomy”
Major Professor: Patrick Brady

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Wondeuk Cho
Major Professor: Steven Redd

Kelly Anne Gleason
“Building Peace or Meddling in Mayhem?: Revisiting Relationships between Institutions and Violence with Novel Empirical Approaches to Lower-Level Conflict Prediction”
Major Professor: David Armstrong

Michael Allan Hansen
“Voting Radical Right in Western Democracies: The Mechanisms that Explain Vote Share Outcomes”
Major Professor: David Armstrong

PSYCHOLOGY

Emily Louise Belleau
“Neural Plasticity of Extinction: Relations with Anxiety and Extinction Retention”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

Ashley Kristine Billig
“Gender Roles, Uncertainty, Communication, and Satisfaction within Romantic Relationships: A Dyadic Model”
Major Professor: Katie Mosack

Weiju Chen
“Effects of Self-Affirmation on Emotion and Cardiovascular Responses”
Major Professor: Raymond Fleming

Michelle Di Paolo
“The Effects of a Brief Rational Disputation on Mood and Cardiovascular Recovery Following Perseverative Cognition”
Major Professor: Marcellus Merritt

Michael Kim Fitzgerald
“Gap Junction Communication in Memory Retrieval and Extinction of Drug Seeking”
Major Professor: Devin Mueller

Kathleen Marie Grout
“Evaluating Attentional Bias in Shame Using the Dot Probe Task”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

Morgan Hepburn Hodge
“The Impact of a Gratitude Intervention on Health: A Psychophysiological Approach”
Major Professor: Raymond Fleming

Heidi Marie Pfeiffer
“Nurses’ Reactions to Patient Weight: Effects on Clinical Decision-Making”
Major Professor: Diane Reddy

Ivar Snorrason
“Heightened Sense of Incompleteness as a Candidate Endophenotypic Marker for Skin Picking Disorder”
Major Professor: Han Joo Lee

Daniel M Stout
“Neural Circuitry Underlying the Intrusion of Task-Irrelevant Threat into Working Memory in Anxiety”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

SOCIAL WELFARE

Laura Aisha Voith
“Exploring the Relationship between Neighborhoods and Intimate Partner Violence”
Major Professor: James Topitzes
Doctoral Degrees

SOCIOMETRY

Maureen Elizabeth Pylman
“Did Magnet Schools Improve Student Educational Outcomes as Tools of Desegregation?”
Major Professor: William Velez

David J Wolover
“Clashing ideals of Citizenship: Norms of Inclusion and the Middle East”
Major Professor: Aneesh Aneesh

URBAN EDUCATION

Abdulaziz Salem Aldossari
“Factors Contributing to College Retention of Undergraduate Saudi Students Studying in the United States”
Major Professor: Javier Tapia

Danielle Lorraine Apugo
“Talkin’ Bout My Generation: Millennial Black Women, Persistence, Peer Relationships, and the Pursuit of Leadership”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Eitan Yacov Benzaquen
“School Bond Referenda Reloaded: An Examination of a School District in Passing a Subsequent Bond Referendum after Failing to Pass Previous Bond Referenda”
Major Professor: Rajeswari Swaminathan

Angela NaCole Ellis
“Sensitivity and Responsiveness: Investigating the Perceptions of Cross Cultural Awareness on Education as a Whole”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Michael Terrence Flanagan
“The Effects of a One-to-One iPad Initiative: A Case Study”
Major Professor: Latish Reed

Lanetta N. Greer
“Aged Out: Narratives of Women who Grew Up in Out-of-Home Care”
Major Professor: Gary Williams

Ayman Abdelraouf Khatib
“Arab Americans’ Perceptions of Police Post 9/11 in Metropolitan Milwaukee”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Michael J. Kirchner
“Veteran as Leader: The Lived Experience with Army Leader Development”
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

Khuloud Labanieh
“Heritage Language Learners of Arabic in Islamic Schools: Challenges to Attaining Language Proficiency”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

Monique Liston
“Developing a Dignity Based Tool for Boys and Men of Color”
Major Professor: Rajeswari Swaminathan

Kathleen C O’Regan
“A Phenomenological Examination of Successful Formal Mentoring Relationships in Corporate Settings”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Patrick Michael Parise
“A Case Study of University Change”
Major Professor: Alfonzo Thurman

Anita Johanna Rajkumari Samuel
“Faculty Perceptions and Experiences of ‘Presence’ in the Online Learning Environment”
Major Professor: Simone Conceição

Amber Tucker
“Talkin’ Back and Shifting Black: Black Motherhood, Identity Development and Doctoral Study”
Major Professor: Susana Muñoz

Ali Yilmaz
“Teacher Perceptions of Administrative Support in Urban Charter Schools”
Major Professor: Simone Conceição
URBAN STUDIES

Jennifer B. Cadenas
“From Foodies to Food Justice: Gender, Whiteness and the Desire for a ‘Commons’ in Milwaukee Alternative Agrifood Movements. A Qualitative Case Study of Urban Alternative Agrifood Movements along a Social Movement Continuum”
Major Professor: Joseph Rodriguez

Steven Krull
“Are There Any Normal Schools Left? Parent Motivations to Send Their Child to a Traditional Public School”
Major Professor: William Velez

Michele M. Radi Fontaine
“On A Foundation Wide In Scope: The History of Mount Sinai Milwaukee, 1903-1987”
Major Professor: Amanda Seligman

Ashkan Rezvani Naraghi
“Spaces of Transformation and Transformations of Space: Spatiality of Social Movements in Tehran, 1906-1953”
Major Professor: Jennifer Jordan

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Inez Adams
Jacqueline L. Alomepe
Angela Blake
Deborah Millicent Boateng
Shewanna Antronette Brown
Elyse Elizabeth Carrera
Anne Marie Debrecht
Judy Ann Geissler
Ruth Marie Grams
Katie Henke
Amanda Joy Hiemstra
Blessing Lee
Tia Calvin Medley
Kaitlin Ann Meier
Katherine Lynn O’Brien
Jennifer Ouweneeel
Julie Waitkoss Raaum
Samreena Kamel Rizeq
Maureen Katherine Schuessler
Ashley A. Servi
Christina Williams
Marissa Leigh Zehren

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

FACULTY
Kathryn Zalewski, PT, PhD, MPT - Program Director
Ann Dietrich, PT, MS - Director of Clinical Education
Carlynn Alt, PT, PhD
Thomas J. Birk, PhD, MPT, ACSM Fellow
Kyle Ebersole, PhD
Wendy Huddleston, PT, PhD
Renee Mazurek, PT, DPT
Victoria Moerchen, PT, PhD
Carrie Truebenbach, PT, MS

Candidates for the degree
Doctor of Physical Therapy:
Matthew Jeremy Agen
Allison Lee Amateis
Lauren Marie Bauer
Alyson Lyn Bechard
Jill Bergersen
Chelsea Le Boesel
Tyler James Bosshart
Tyler Anthony Dickinson
Bryan Patrick Ehnert
Abby Shannon Evans
Katheryn Elizabeth Hurst
Adam Michael Irwin
Jonathan David Lin
Katie Lynn Marek
Ashley Nicole May
Kelly M. Nance
Joshua Macintosh Nelson
Andrew Anthony Nicholas
Luke Pan
Francesca Nicole Paras
Katherine Helen Pettis
Amanda Christine Sullivan
Brittni Swanson
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Katherine Marie Anoyiannakis
Crystal Becker
Michelle Leigh Cattelan
Candis Haekenkamp
Jenna R. Hietpas
Kaitlyn Jacobson
Jennah Noel Loewecke
William McElligott
Alissa Ann Oberschlake
Mary Beth O’Brien
Rawya Shibly Mukatren
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ANTHROPOLOGY/ LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Science and Master of Library and Information Science
Shukrani Kiesha Gray

ARCHITECTURE/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
Eftrain Alfredo Cano
Ryan Matthew Guetschow
Jacob Gregory Jordan
John Luke Schroeder
Joseph Thomas Stefanich

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Deepti Yatin Desai
Mark Ganey

HISTORY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Kirsten Buvala

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION/ LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Blair Ellen Klostermeier
Katie Ellen Kothenbeutel

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music
Kristen Mash
Zoua Sylvia Yang

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Alyssa Joyce Anzalone
Megan Marie Baker
Eric Matthew Brown
Joelle Elizabeth Curry
Shiquise M. Davis
Marissa Jade DuCharme
Caleb John Feidt
Adrienne German
Eric Andros Green
Annette Marie Hahn
Jennifer Rose Hilgendorf
Alyssa Rose Hoff
Juliana Jakubowski
Shaunte A. James
December L. Lange Treacy
Jill Martin
Katrina Theresa McGann
Tamara Mueller
Hideaki Noguchi
Aaron Cody Norris
Kim April Novak
Phillip Rhymes
Peter M. Ruzicka
Jennifer Marie Schansberg
Tiffany Schladweiler
Jamie Rochelle Schwaba
Ericka TeGrotenhuis
Deborah Vinson
Emily Elizabeth Wahlquist
Elizabeth Marie Watts
Alexandria Mae Wenzel
Brandy Alanda-Micole Williams

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Elizabeth Albert
Traci Nicole Billings
Kathleen Elizabeth Bindley
Maisie Elizabeth Buntin
Havah Ilana Cohn-Mitchell
Sean Ryan Draxler
Amanda Jean Epping
Peter John Geraci
Auriana Iris Gilliland-Lloyd
Liam Christopher Murphy
Ellen Lyn Pilot
Erin Mary Pruhs
Erica Frances Rodenbeck
Eric John Schuetz
Stephen Wayne Wilson
ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture

Hillary Marie Byrne
Daniel Charles Causier
Christopher William Doerner
Matthew Scott Due
John Taylor Gorski
Keith Raymond Grabarczyk
Justin William Hageman
Alisa Marie Huebner
Steven Michael Husby
Gurpreet Kaur Kler
Zachary Allen Kvasnica
Devin Michael Mangan
Katelyn Menuge
Anthony Mark Meyer
Rachel A. Momenee
Matthew Moulis
Emily Christine Newton
Jordyn Carol Louise Northrop
Wei Pan
Karol Yamilet Perez
Jennifer Renee Pinsky
Bradley Pokrezewinski
David Raschka
Kyle James Resheske
Abigail Marie Schmidt
Michael Allen Short
Matthew Karl Stuessy
Matthew John Tebeest
James Robert Wall Jr
Maria Elyse Wenzel
Katherine Woessner
Alexa Christine Wojciechowicz
James Nelson Wright
Shuang Xu
Junshi Zhao

ART
Master of Arts

Nancy Eileen McManus-Subel
Melis Banu Agabigum
Helene J. Fischman
Katherine Mary Frange
Broc D. Toft

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts

Emily Ann Cornish
Nora Jimenez
Marin Sean Kniskern
Jacqueline Murphy
Nicholas William Pipho
Kathleen Mary Tousignant

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Allysa A. Hallett
Rachel Marie Kinzelman
Rebecca Schneider
Jason Stephen Servi
Yuliya B. Sorin
Melissa Lee Whyte

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Lynne Mary Brown
Catherine Knox Stalvig

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration

Jerome Thomas Barnes Jr
Mitchel Francis Bartel
Nicholas Alexander Bickler
David Robert Blau
Derek Paul Castor
Mitchell Allen Chamberlin
Fernando Chavez
Ming Cheng
Stephen Chitwood
Zech Dahms
Michael John Grady
Jonathon Brent Haldeman
Jasmine Amanda Harris
Jessica Jansky
Diana Marie Jasniiewski
Putri Arum Jati
Erin Karweik
Jeffrey Robert Kaufman
Brian Patrick Geary Keeling
Carissa Kiepert

Adam Leffel
Timothy Paul Lemanski
Yu-Cheng Edward Lin
Igor Lukic
Jonathan Michael Mantes
Megan Elizabeth Morris
Jessica Brooke Nelson
Andrew S. Olson
Michael Gregory Opatz
Myles Osswald
Kaitlyn Pistiner
Kristin Sanders
Ian Seybold
Tyler Smits
Joshua E. Sommers
Nicholas Sprosty
Jennifer Ashley Stanford
Taylor J. Todd
Harvey James Utecht
Andrew Delmar Van Hoorn
Allison Venner
Jonathan Louis Vnuk
Chen Wei Wei
Rachel Lee Werner
Daniel Hoyt Witte
Erica S. Wright

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science

Zhe Cao
Marie E. Nider

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts

Kimberly Kathryn Jenson
Lauren Jean Johnsen

COMMUNICATION
SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science

Jessica Sue Davis
Kayleigh Shaun Harrison
Lindsay Erin Haumschild
Kylie Lauren O’Keefe
Taylor Brooke Shuman
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science
Fuad Abuzahra
Alaa Mohammed Alsharif
Arwa Mohammed Alsubhi
Benjamin Jay Copass
Pallavi Amitkumar Ekshinge
Jason Michael Ford
Zhuoran Hao
Jeffrey Warren Miller
Jonathan Jeffrey Mitchell
Ritesh Shailesh Mody
Shyam Narayanan Nair
Fei Peng
Matthew Allen Quandahl
Joanna Sandretto
Robyn Toki Umeki

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Master of Science
Brent William Blakeman
Arniya Dawnelle Wright

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS
OF EDUCATION
Master of Science
Walter Mage Botkin
Katherine Alizabeth Chaplin
Erin Elizabeth Coogan
Megan Elizabeth DuFrane
Elizabeth Leigh Krieg
Celeste Larkin
Dannah DeFaire Lipsey
Katherine Leigh Matel
Scott R. Miller
Nicole Lynn Peterson
Jeremy Blain Rouse
Delia Marion Elizabeth Smith
Barbara Suarez-Galeano
Lauren Hsiao Ling Mascari
Kurt Gerard Maurer
Brooke Messier
Andrew Steven Miller
Kenneth James Nelan
Kaylee Theresa Ninnemann
Alyssa Lee Pon-Franklin
Melissa Anna Santa-Cruz
Steven David Schmid
Tanisha Shana Schowalter
Shelley Marie Schreiber
Melissa Allison St. Antoine
Zachary Justin Stella
Lori Ann Storm
Howard Reginald Thirus II
Kyle Joseph Vander Heiden
Rachel Marie VanderWegen

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Master of Science
Asma Hassan Albarnawi
Nadrah Mohammad R Alrudayni
Jody Ann Bauer
Jennifer Dey
Mark Endres
Tara MacArthur Kindwall
Kristol Michelle Krebs
Allison Emily Moss
Maria J. Ruiz-Martinez
Johnathan David Taylor
Robert Rj Theis

ECONOMICS
Master of Arts
Alexander Bendel
David Simon Bienias
Kyra Selina Hagge
Daniel Alexander Hoff
Bastian Krieger
Majid Maki Nayeri
Elina Moghani
Zhongkun Wang
Hyoson Remi Takayoshi Yamanaka

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Lindsay Davis Bangert
Jessica Bohmann
Rashida Saifuddin Bohra
Jessica Burns
Nakkita Coburn
Rebecca A. Copek
Jenna Marie Emanuel
Joseph Paul Gayan
Shaquito Marie Glenn
Erie Rae Goldenstein
Cesilia Gonzalez
Alyssa Ann Grisar
Amanda Rian Hanrahan
Paul D. Klotz
Jeffrey Richard Kowalski
Anna Larson
Andrea Marie Lewis
Diandra Marbly

ENGINEERING
Master of Science
Leah Marissa Barsch
Ayetullah Bahadir Biten
Michael Blemberg
Yuzhe Cao
Bin Chen
Po-Hsun Chen
Xi Chen
Yuming Chen
Chao Cheng
Clayton James Cloutier
Sean Clements Cunningham
Joel Pius Dcunha
Paul William Eserkaln
Stuart Marshall Frazier
Srujana Gokanakonda
Saeed Golbad
Tasha Graciano
Zachary James Harper
Faten Bakri Hussein
Benjamin Hynes
Han Jiang
Jeremy J. Keifenheim
Arun Kumar Korallagundi Matt
Daniel N Lomo-Tettey
Lingke Mao
Hasan Md Moonam
Robert Joseph Morien Jr
Thi Nguyen
Jugal Kandarp Pandya
Joseph Ronald Patzer
continued

**ENGINEERING**

Prasanna Rajbhandari
Mohamad Sabbah
Ryan Seidler
Mir Zunaid Shams
Mahya Sheikhzadeh
Jyotsna Shrestha
Navraj Singh
Kanchana Srinivasan
Jeffrey Jay Sugar
Wei Sun
Xueqing Wang
Yale Wang
Dustin James Wenninger
Maria Carroll Wiener
Hao Wu
Ruosong Xiao
Peng Yang
Ruirui Yang

**ENGLISH**

*Master of Arts*

Ibtisam Mohammad Abujad
Michael Phillip Brickner
Chris E. Carpenter
Kate Carsella
Kelly Ann Cooper
Olivia Currin Duell
Natalie E. Goodman
Keegan Mager
Francesca A. Mastrandelo
Alyssa Marie Miller
Marissa Jean Neal
Laura Elizabeth Roberts
Sidney Taiko Sheehan
Piera Emily Siegmann
Stephanie Marie Strang

*Master of Science*

Muhanad Majdi Alkharaz
Jessiah Bennett
Jesse Engstrand Blom
Stephen Edward Devilbiss
Christopher Michael Groff
Bradley Stephen Lukasz
Nicklaus James Neureuther
Dylan S. Olson
Eric Charles Plantenberg
Timothy Michael Schierenbeck
Matthew Joseph Stangel
Ethan Clark Taxman
Tarek Ahmed Teber
Courtney Lee Winter

**FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY**

*Master of Science*

**HISTORY**

*Master of Arts*

Olivia Jean Boeck
Dennis John Butzen
Ellen Cramer Harris
Hayley Christine McNeill
Ljiljana Milojevic
Morgan Nicole O’Hara
Lindsey Marie Rindo
Margaret Louise Spiegel
Brian Kenneth Trott

**HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS**

*Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations*

Jenny Franke
Ashley Marie Gaglione
Jackie Infalt
Alexis N. Nash
Sarah Marie Sanger

**KINESIOLOGY**

*Master of Science*

Jacqueline Elizabeth Engel
Abby Nicole Hennum
Benjamin Jacob Mendelson

**LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION**

*Master of Arts*

Diana Arbiser
Jessica Therese Barg
Laura Blaser
Bryce Bray
Carlos Corbacho Carrobles
Ryan Corder
James Russell Doing Jr
Jody R. Forbeck
Patricia Munoz Andres
Yasmine Musa
Justin Christopher Perkins
Mario Sanchez Gumiel

**EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION**

*Master of Science*

Miaya Marie Burrington
Christopher Fremont Dakin
Sarah Kathleen Jansky
Mazie Ann Kading
Gail Corinne Kregel
Elizabeth Frances Matisko
Hailey Marie Schwindt
Lori J. Zeller

**GEOGRAPHY**

*Master of Arts*

Georgiy V. Ananchev
Patience T. Farmer
Susan Borchardt
Benjamin Rechner Drew

*Master of Science*

Devin Michelle Gerzich
Kyungdoe Han
Levi Darwin Moxness
Kenneth William Oanes
Kurtis Jon Quamme

**GEOSCIENCES**

*Master of Science*

Adel M. Almutairi
Zeanab Hassan M Bassi
Beneet Kumar Pandey
Austin Lee Schoen
Neetu Sharma

**HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS**

*Master of Science*

Olivia Jean Boeck
Dennis John Butzen
Ellen Cramer Harris
Hayley Christine McNeill
Ljiljana Milojevic
Morgan Nicole O’Hara
Lindsey Marie Rindo
Margaret Louise Spiegel
Brian Kenneth Trott

Jenny Franke
Ashley Marie Gaglione
Jackie Infalt
Alexis N. Nash
Sarah Marie Sanger

**KINESIOLOGY**

*Master of Science*

Jacqueline Elizabeth Engel
Abby Nicole Hennum
Benjamin Jacob Mendelson

**LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION**

*Master of Arts*

Diana Arbiser
Jessica Therese Barg
Laura Blaser
Bryce Bray
Carlos Corbacho Carrobles
Ryan Corder
James Russell Doing Jr
Jody R. Forbeck
Patricia Munoz Andres
Yasmine Musa
Justin Christopher Perkins
Mario Sanchez Gumiel
LIBERAL STUDIES
*Master of Liberal Studies*

John Luton
Carolyn Annette Suneja

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
*Master of Library and Information Science*

Seth Albert
Kristin Joy Anderson
Abigail Rita Armour
Roxanne Marie Backowski
Suzanne Marie Bagley
Christine M. Boersma
Elizabeth Marie Braithwaite
Jocelyn N. Brandl
Dezirae Nichole Brown
Nicholas Laird Caum
Kristen Lorene Colgin
Emily Lynn Copps
Stephanie Mae Curl
Paula Marie DeMars
Azalea Janel B. Ebbay
Desiree D. Eremondi
Anne Michelle Esplin
Brittany Mara Fahrenkamp
Demetrio Francois Jr
Rachelle Lee Golde
Deronica Goldsmith
Jennifer Graffunder
Patrick Blake Graham
Golbon Hagan
Amanda J. Houle
Shang Huang
Melissa Ida
Kristina Marie Johnston
Andie Lee Karras
Heejin Kim
Kelly Knudsen
Andrea Larson
Carly Abbott Lenz
Jade Lepore
Shaochen Liu
Jennifer Marie Lund
Taylor Nicole McNeir
Maggie Michalski
Alisa Michele Monheim
Catherine Ilene Mullen
Elizabethe Marie Munoz
Benjamin Ombati Omwando
Danielle Leah Opolka
Emily Vincenza Patti
Charles Quinn
Howard Max Rakes
Rebecca C. Redinger
Rachel Michelle Reeves
Crystal Marie Rodgers
Emily Ann Sanders
Porsche Paige Schlapper
Dane Spudic
Evangeline Marie Stephenson
Rachel Marie Tanis
Xou Lee Va Yang
Karlee Katherine Vanlaanen
Larry Jordan Walker
Mary Patricia Wheeler
Lining Wu
Meghan Sachiko Yamanishi
Xiaoan Yan
Zulma Zepeda
Ying Zhu

LINGUISTICS
*Master of Arts*

Amani Alzahrani
Dylan Victor Pearson
Katelynn Ann Prebish
Jacklyn Ryan
Jon Steven Schoenbeck

MANAGEMENT
*Master of Science*

Stanley Cherian Abraham
Ghaida Alagla
Augusto William Alinea
Nicolas E. Babbitt
Logan Reed Bagley
Michael Ray Gustave Bednarz
Ling Chen
David A. Cohen
Antoine Emmanuel Dailey
Jacob Davies
Kent Dean Demien Jr
Sylvia Ruth Diedrich
Blaine Thomas Disrud
Yutong Fu
Kai Gao
Swati Garg
Kasey Garner
Abigail Mari Gilfillan
Mark Arthur Green
Xinyue Guo
Scott Douglas Hancox
Andriy Hrablyuk
Casey Jonas
Anne Dexter Kendall
Rawi Khateeb
Daniel Robert Kieffer
Alex Andrew Larson
Patrick Lee
Derek Roland Lowes
Qianhe Ma
Christian MacLeod
Brock Edward Paul Masching
Jordan Edward Masliah
Amber McClure
Eric Edward Mone
Zachary Samuel Paradies
Macey Marie Patrie
Marcus John Paulson
Cheryl Ann Peura
Cody Daniel Pierringer
Luyuan Qiu
Wei Qiu
Ali Asim Qureshi
James Michael Raiche
Alex Martin Reinhard
Joseph William Roberts
Paul Casick Roesler
Raymond Carl Sarozek
Derek P. Schoen
Mirko Sever
Thomas St John
Lucas Andrew Swider
Ahmed Ali Tarbishi
Nicole Marie Tarlton
Devon Thomas
Sierra Jo Townsend
Rachel S. Uecker
Brandon Alan Viliunas
Danelle Carolina Williams
Lijia Zheng
Master’s Degrees

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science
Felix Boateng Akresi
Bryan M. Burlingame
Miguelangel Diaz Medina
Caleb Todd Grunzke
Austin Reed Harris
Alexandra Marie Keclik
Dol Nath Khanal
Nicolas Kuhaupu
James Laate
Immanuel Torben Lampe
Wilhermina Lugukwaga
Eric Mueller
Gilbert Nat Narh
Hartmut Jakob Stenz
Breanna Patrice Swan
Timm Uhlmann
Alexander David Van Abel
Marcel Andreas Walther
Mara Tovah Weiner

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts
Geraud Anthony Blanks
Danielle Wardine Brooks
Sion Choudhury
Steven Michael Cuff
Roger C. Draeger
Rachel J. Kinnard
Margaret Rose Kohlmann
Daniel Martin Murphy
Ryan Charles Sugden
Courtney VanderVeen Mich

MUSIC
Master of Music
Brett Thomas Batchelor
Nathan Bredeson
Ernest Brusubardis IV
Andrea Marie Buchta
Daniel Joe Ellis
Lindsay Fischer
Ross M. Gordon
Ashley A. Gulbranson
Jennifer M. Hansen
Samuel Hines
Dongso Julia Kim
Matthew John Makeever
Aidan Jules Sergel Menuge
Michael Alan Pekala
Jone Alan Ruiz Sr
Shixuan Zhang
Xiyao Zhao
Steven Anthony Zubich

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Lindsay Grace Frost
Sarah Ann Gordon
Nicole Kristi Santos
Stephanie T. Zito

NURSING
Master of Science
Amber Allen
Chad Lee Balthazor
Darlene Dochnahl
Melanie Sharon Falsetti
Nancy Ann Froggatt
Lillian Miles Jensen
Evan Bohdan Kutny
Stephanie Lynn Meier
Melissa May Melcher
Lindsey Marie Mena
Allison Yasmine Mohammadi
Jordan Allen Posie
Mary Elizabeth Sayles
Christian Schaubel
Gina Michelle Thompson
Pamela Elise Treisman
Julia Eavanthia Vlahos
Amy Lynn Wallace
Thomas Judah Welch
Jacqueline Allyce Whelan

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science
Michael Jason Moks
Gabriella Michelle Ortiz

PERFORMING ARTS
Master of Fine Arts
Ephrat Pessia Asherie
Sangsun Choi
Lee B. Ferdinand
Amelia Figg-Franzoi
Jeanette Eilskov Karnel Geslison
Skye Hopinka
Rachel Elizabeth Lane
Matt Joseph Pardo
Paige Porter
Takahiro Suzuki
Janelle R. Vanderkelen
Sara Ruth Yanney

PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts
William Bales Albuquerque
Anwar Ul Haq
Aaron W. Arinder
Felipe de Jesus Cortez
Scott Jonathan Cowan
Dana Elizabeth Grabelsky
Zahra Meyboti
Sara Nicole Pope
Jonathan N. B. Schult
Waylon Jennings Smith
Joshua C. Waugh
Chelsea E. Wegrzyniak

PHYSICS
Master of Science
Manish Shrestha

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts
Amanda Heideman
Kali Diane Marcino
Christopher C. Schwarz
Ahmed Radi Teleb
PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Vienna Kathrin Behnke
Matthew Bramm
Taylor Perry Davine
Dmitriy Kazakov
Sarah Elizabeth Kienzler
Kristin Elizabeth Maple
Hannah Marie Meitzen
Gregor Nathanael Schwarz
Phillip Michael Stutzman
Shelbie L. Sullivan
Hanna Yousuf

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration
Bradley Thomas Calder
Stephen Chevalier Jansen
Aaron Michael Kramer
Jeremy Lucas
Rachel Reiss
Joshua Scott
Derek Richard Sherwin

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health
Natalie Alcaraz
Rabaiya Ali
Madeline Marie Eisen
Lanore Lydia Hahn
Courtney Krystal Kamine
Jennifer Rebecca Kindt
Eleanore Marie Kukla
Jennifer Kusch
Holly Milaeger
Amy Elizabeth Parry
Claire Rachelle Pattison
Justin Matthew Rivas
Warren Anthony Scherer
Amanda Rose Stanke
Chang Thao
Margaret Kay Thelen
Nicholas Charles Tomaro
Zoe F. Van Orsdol

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work
Kala Acord
Ashley Ann Altreuter
Kerry Benedyk
Ryan Patrick Bufton
Amy Roehl Devine
Luke Gregory Geiger
Kara Lynn Hall
Stephanie Hitt
Rachel Love Rosemaria Jacobson
Alea Jascor
Rebecca Swan Johnson
Shawny Kleven
Amberly Jean Mixon
Chloe Nicole Peebles
Lily Claire Pfutzgenreuter
Pwana Marie Randall
Nicole Kathleen Reader
Teisha Lachae Sanders
Emily Ann Slominski
Katherine Stoll
Meredith Kay Stoner
Erin Genevieve Stumbras
Anna Thao
Rachel Faye Tijerina
Krisha Marie Williams

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts
Kidiocus Lee Carroll
Emily Joo Dorshorst
Margaret Nicole Durnett
Gregory Arthur Goldman
Kaylin Rene James
Helge Johannes Marahrens
Maria Bernadette Scarpaci

SPANISH
Master of Arts
Torrey R. Lauer
Sergio Lopez Ramos
Julia Montenuino Rodriguez
Ruth Otero Carballa

SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING
Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding
Katheryn Suzanne Cubberley
Kathryn R. Hall
Diana E. Kassa

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning
Rayna Rashaan Andrews
Daniel Martin Benson
Christopher Henry Hillard
Marissa Katherine Meyer
Jesus Carlos Ochoa
Benjamin Rohr
Samuel Arthur Schultz
Lydia Statz
Timothy Quinn Verbeke
Alexander Walker

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science
Joshua James Papia
Madeline Mary Riordan
Alexander Nicholas Snyder
Lindsey Rose St Arnold Bell
Sierra M. Starner-Heffron

WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES
Master of Arts
Kelsey Erin Jandrey
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Dean Robert C. Greenstreet
*Bachelor of Science*
Bronce H. Adam
Khalifah Alkhalifah
Robert Francis Allsop*
Tarik Alsaggaf
Lee Scott Anderson*
Collin Steven Arndt*
John Robert Barac
Kevin Daniel Barbour
Paul Michael Berkowicz*
Thomas Robert Brown
Leondre D. Buckingham
Amelia M. Callan
Casey Mack Castor
Jason John Clark
Catherine A M Z Csuka*
Alix Sandra Daniels
Lauren Haley DeBack
Julian Rex DiMaio
Jonathan Mathias Doll
Thomas M. Enters
Jassim Abdulrahman Fakhroo
Thomas Earl Fontaine
James David Ford
Kaitlin Elizabeth Furbush
Kylea Christine Geiss
Michelle Gonzalez
Jwayne R. Gordon
Ryan Michael Griswold
Joshua Gary Handrich
Gregory Todd Hanson
Sarah Marie Hoffman
Jennifer Marie Hohol*
Mark Robert Jensen
Lindsay Johnson
John Robert Kraus
Kelsey Nicole Kuehn*
Jessica May Larsen
Jeffrey Isaac Lazuka*
Nia Lee
Yunjie Lu*

Joshua David Lutzow*
Emily Raven Mader-Holvick*
Kallie Rose Mayer
Ramon Mendez
Daniel Joseph Merkt*
Noah A. Miller
Kelsey Morgan Nuthals
Zachary Stephen Pate
Domenic Joseph Pellicori
Emma Price*
Courtney Lynn Ragon
Diane N. Reynolds
Aaron Thomas Rowe
Elaina Cristie Rubeo*
Joseph Frank Rudy
Alexandria C. Sarter
Erik Philip Schiller
Cody Tyler Schueller
Margaret Elizabeth Sippel
Jason Lawrence Skowronski
Elliot Jerod Skrobis
Kyle Jay Smit
Shane Marshal Smith
Melissa Ruth Templeman
Kinghi Thao
Angelina Torbica
Cody Carlson Wade
Andrew James Weiskopf*
Kimberly Renee Workman*
Lander Yang
Pao Yang
Brett Allen Youngs
Petr Zahradnicek*
Samuel Gaetano Balistreri
Lilia Anaïs Banrevy
John Carl Behn
Nicholas John Benes
Dustin James Beres
Dylan Cole Bernard
Ryan Patrick Bertsche
April Lynne Bina*
Christina N. Binns
Anna Jane Bisch*
Thomas Ambrose Blochynski*
Emily Ann Bowlin*
Evan Jacob Braun
Megan Rose Braunschweig*
Tyler Kenneth Bressler
Jenna Renee Buck
Angela Christine Burian*
Nathaniel Jacob Burks
Emma Thiede Call
Nicholas Andrew Carr
Aaron Taylor Cassidy
Alexander Steven Catalano
Cheney Alen Cavalier
Emily Elizabeth Clement*
Robert Erle Clum*
Elizabeth Catharyn Cook
Joshua Randal Cowell
Maxwell Frank Cozzi*
Quintress Crook
Connor James Davis
Gabrielle De Kok*
Olivia DeBaker
Taylor J. Dekker
Jazmin Celina Delgado
Joshua Norman Dennis
Anthony R. Diaz
Nicole Elizabeth Domanico*
Hannah Christine Drake
Sarah Elizabeth Draper
Rebecca Kathleen Ebsen*
John A. Ehn
Nerissa Pauline Eichinger*
Brittany Marie Ellenz
Charlotte Jane Enders
Kirsten Engen
Kaytlyn Danielle Erickson*

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Dean Scott Emmons
*Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts*

Jacob Robert Adamczak
William Lennon Akers*
Nujoud Alotaibi
Dylan Annoye
Kris Joseph Anton
William Jacob Asnien

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Baccalaureate Degrees

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Annya Brooke Ertel
Hannah Marie Esch*
Hannah Nicole Evans
Lisa J. Fadden*
Michael Fenner*
Louis Bannen Fisher*
Michael Richard Frank
Kaycee Monique Frost
Maren Gainey*
Hannah Kay Gareau
Benjamin Bradford Gauger
Nicole Leigh Gorman
Kendall Roosevelt Grady
Melissa Marie Gross
Kimberly Ann Grzesiak
William Donn Haglund
Jessie Ray Harlaquinn*
Basha Elizabeth Harris*
Braeden Michael Harris
Andrea Sandmayr Havens
Tiffany Gretchen Heindl*
Joshua Paul Heinrich*
Kathryn Henry*
Rebecca Lynn Hewitt*
Thomas Edward Hines
Vincent Reese Hoch*
Zosia Maria Bernadette Holden
Courtney Jean Howe
Adam Husslein*
Stephanie Marie Hutchinson*
Alonna Leigh Jagodinski*
Kathryn Ruth Johnson
Fred W. Kaems*
Morgan Lynn Kaskowski
Samuel David Kasper*
Alexander Francis King
Colin Kirchner*
Peter B. Klett*
Zachary Allen Kloes
Robert Paul Knapp
Katherine Anne Kolins*
Courtney Mae Krepline
Kristina Marie Krueger*
Justen David Lambert
Robert D. Larry
Daniel Franklin Larson
Chelsea Therese Lawrence
Lauren Christine LePoidevin*
Chase Letteney
Xinhao Liang

Daniel Josiah Lindsay*
Christopher William Littrell
Austin David Lodge
Brittany A. Mahlberg
Austin Manchon
Tess Alexandra Masias
Edward Douglas Massey*
Arianna Christine McCormick*
Adam R. McLimans
Dakota James Minckler*
Kendal Nichole Mindt
Rebekah Marie Molnar
Leah Byrnes Montesinos
Hayley Marie Moody
Phillip Joseph Moss*
Lynda Lee Mouledoux
Caleb Andrew Myszka
Mina Na
Erin Kaye Nelson
Nicholas Bruce Neviser
Tracy Sue Nowak
Louisa Lynn Ochieng
Spencer Christian Ortega*
Sanne Louise Overgaard
Shelby Lyn Page*
Alonzo Pantoja*
Samuel Lawrence Pavel*
Alex Mathew Pera*
Kevin Joseph Peterka
Victoria Ann Peters*
Madeleine Gaia Pitsch
Heather Marie Pulkowski*
Erin Janelle Rademacher*
Travis S. Rademacher
Tamra Deanna Roby
Austin Solomon Rogers
Margaret G. Russell
Jacob Jackson Salzer
Erin Leigh Samorske
Yvette Lorena Sanchez
Kaivahn Patrick Sarkaratpour*
Brianna Danielle Schettle*
Zachary Lawrence Schorsch
Caroline Marie Seigworth*
Dana Shihadah*
Sara Ann Shuler*
Rebecca Elizabeth Sidman*
Daosamay Sitaamlong
Britney Marie Skiba
Tiana Marie Lucille Sorenson*
Emily Marie Strohmenger*
Kendall Stephen Sullivan*
Molly Jean Surber*
Adam Richard Taberman
Eren Charles Tanyeri
Matthew Kent Tarman
Katie Ann Teutenberg
Adam Lee Theune
Adam Lerohl Thompson*
Reginald Thompson
Wyatt Jordan Tindor
Matthew Lawrence Tomczak*
Tiffany Nicole Tresemer
Glenn Patrick Widdicombe
Craig Michael Winter*
Joshua A. Wolf
Dijing Wu
Adam Damon Wynne
Chen Yan
Rebecca Miyuki Yoshikane*
Jenna Jean Youngwood
Allan Zygmunt Zablocki
Rachel Zembrowski*
Anne H. Ziegelbauer
Megan Nicole Zimont*

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Kanti Prasad
Bachelor of Business
Administration

William Kyle Acuff
Michael Todd Adams
Joanne C. Aescliman
Maan Tarek Ajeeb*
Sheikh Moeid Akbar
Khalid Hussain Al Duways
Mohammed Anwar T Al Saif
Ghaida Abdulqhahar Al Thani
Yazid Mohammad Aalheeb
Talal Abdulrahman Alawidi
Abdulaziz Mansour Albawardi
Mohammed Sulaiman M-Albulayhi
Mitch William Alexander*
Waleed Abdulmohsen-Alhamdan
Abdulmalik Abdulaziz-Alkalifah
Wissam Abdulwahed-Almarhoon
Ahmed Hassan Almuslem
Saud Alsahl

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**SHELDON B. LUBAR**
**SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

Saud Turki Alsaud  
Ali Alshaikhmohamed  
Nawaf Abdulmalik-Alsuwailem  
Abdulmuhsen Abdulrahman-Altuwijri  
Amy Anderson  
Elliot Anderson  
Madeline Elizabeth Anderson  
Gloria Arce  
Austin Arthur Arians  
Mathew Allen Armstrong  
Caitlin Alice Bailey  
Sanel Bajramovic  
Brooke Theresa Ballas  
Anthony Lawrence Barbato  
Lisa Cherise Barengo  
Caitlin Rose Barker  
Katie Anne Baroni*  
Andrew Steven Barry  
Douglass Young Bartley*  
Daniel James Barwick  
Brandon Lee Bauer  
Jamal Saleh Bazzar  
Griffin Campbell Beairisto  
Nicholas James Beauvais*  
Anam Beg  
Melissa Claire Bemis  
Timothy Michael Bernicky  
Chelsea Ann Bertheaume*  
Carlos Jesus Berumen*  
Taylor Michael Betters  
Mohammed Abdulrahman-Bindakhil  
Abdulah Mohammed-Bindekhyel  
Jonathan Blair*  
Madeline Jo Blankenship  
Scott Blankfield  
Erik G. Bleske*  
Nicole Elizabeth Bleuer*  
Tyler Aaron Block*  
Alexander Blondin  
Shereen Stephen Blood  
Allison Jane Boettcher  
Jacob Thomas Bohrer  
Kaitlyn Bonack*  
Samantha Boneck

Alex Anthony Bosetti  
Rosina Elizabeth Bowe  
Emily Ann Bowlin*  
Alex Monroe Boyle  
David John Bradley*  
Beau Branback  
Stephanie Sinclair Bray*  
Jacob Lloyd Brown  
Jeffrey Ross Brueser  
Gerrit Ronald Bruni  
Karli Elizabeth Bryant*  
Elizabeth Ann Buerger*  
Meshal Bakr Bukhari  
Tyler Adam Bundies  
Cierra Louise Burmeister*  
Sabina N. Butler  
Amy Sue Campbell  
Nathan Daniel Campbell*  
Patrick Edward Cannon  
Wenxin Cao*  
Daniel Christopher Carlson*  
Ryan Jeffrey Carpenter  
Angelic Mercedes Carr  
Michael Anthony Casali  
Ivan Castillo  
Ana Elizabeth Castro*  
Sara Chang  
Brianna Jasmine Charapata  
Calvin Ga On Chiang  
Bryan F. Clark  
Trae Clemens*  
Samuel Thomas Coffman  
Jack Avery Coghill  
Curt Patrick Collins  
Anthony J. Coloso  
David Alexander Cook  
Laura Julaine Coppersmith*  
Victoria Ann Corlett  
Madeline Anna Correll*  
Casey Daniel Crain  
Ian James Culver  
Benjamin Ross Cupery  
Alison Paige Daly  
Aaron Davis  
Jarret Andrew DeGeorge  
Margaret Rose Delany  
Christopher Cruz Delica  
Tyler Gregory Delsart  
Kelsey Anne DePue*  
Nishant Anand Deshpande*  
Mitchell Ty Desy  
Brian Amory DeWindt  
Erin Nicole Dittman*  
Matthew John Dixon  
Natasa Djuric*  
Nicholas James Dorst*  
Conner Ross Dreher  
Amanda Lynn Dreyer  
Paolo Fabian Ducli  
Maggie Claire Dunbar*  
Alexandra Economou  
Jon Patrick Edquist  
Amanda Mary Ehrhart*  
Andrew Allen Eichel  
Kenneth John Eichstaedt  
Ryan Charles Ellenbecker  
Dounia Elrhatassi*  
Jordan Jerome Endres  
Cody Thomas Ernst*  
Jack Peter Eshleman  
Azita Ettehad-Baboli  
Mohammed Al hussain S.-Etwadi  
Shatorra Evans  
Benjamin Larry Everson  
Benjamin Falk  
Dominic David Ferrera*  
Ashley Ferus*  
Zachary Jon Fiske  
Megan Brenny Fitzpatrick*  
Hannah Lynn Fitzsimmons  
Adam Edward Fons*  
Benjamin Franco  
Stefan Charles Frangesch  
Makena Lee Fredrichdorf  
Courtney Ann Free  
Katelyn Elizabeth Geishirt  
Katherine Ann Gerls  
John Robert Gesell  
Nasstaran Ghasemi-Vaghar  
Catherine Mary Gifford  
Hannah Gilbert  
Riley James Gillis*  
Michelle Ann Gillman  
Don Glover  
Aliza Gail Goehring  
Kyle Steven Gonyer  
Sydney Ross Gooch  
Jacqueline Rochelle Goodman  
Maya Gorobtsova  
Ryan Taylor Greenberg

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Ivy Grace Griffith*
Katrina Letecia Gutierrez
Christopher Jerome Mitra-Guzman
Austin Lee Haga
Robert C. Hall
Jamon Hamilton
Peterson Hang
Brett Matthew Hanson*
Michael Hantke
Benjamin Michael Harpster
Indigo Nijjayah Harris
Christopher J. Hart
Jacob Thomas Hartlmeier
Gina Ann Hatt
Kyle Leo Heindl
LeAnn Marie Henk
Charles Jeromc Henke
Katie Jean Henrichs
Jesus Jose Herrera
Aaron Wesley Hershberger*
Carson Bennett Hielsberg
Ethan John Hien
Ryan Hohm
Michael Gene Houston
Ariana Teresa Ibarra
Samuel James Ingrilli
Ahmad Adnan Jahri
Adam Souhail Janah
Christopher Cruz Janisch
Marisa Ann Janowski
Justin Jaquish
Joseph Albi Jarosz*
Chaohao Jiang
Andrea Lynne Johannsen
Cullen Bowman Johnson
Justin W. Kaczor
Cody Kaiser
Shrinidhi Kalluru
Doug Adam Kaminsky
Natalie J. Kane
Riley Stephen Peck Kaniewski
Cameron Charles Karlen*
Sai Srinivas Karri*
Brynn Alexandra Kasper*
Timothy Patrick Keenan*
Jena Marie Kendall
Peter Michael Kessel
Zha-Tsee John Paul-Kiatoukaysy
David Kitto
Jessica Lynn Klapperich
Daniel Isaac Klawitter*
Michael Thomas Klawitter
Nicholas James Klimek
Alison Claire Knau*
Lauren Danielle Knue*
Michael John Koenig
Samantha Kay Kohlbeck
Lauren Elizabeth Konchan*
Lyndsie Sarah Konzel
Daniel Peter Koors
Ryan Terry Kopel
Kevin Burnett Korntved
Casey Todd Korth
Julia Catherine Koster
Alex Kozicki
Zachary Thomas Kram
er
James H. Kroege
Christopher Krumrai
Heather Ann Kuehn*
Brent Michael Kuschewski*
Andrea Frances Kwak*
Paige Lynne Kwiatkowski
Brian Lee Laitsch
Jason Paul Laitsch
Paul Gregory Lakosi
Anthony Bruce LaMarca*
Matthew James Larkin
Brooke Jeanine Larson
Stephanie Shavone Lasley
Mai Pach
ea la Lee
Markus William Lenz
James Edward Leong
Joseph Patrick LePak
Juliia Levchuk
Carter Nathanial Lewis
Dan Li*
Will Kristopher Lilja
Meng Liu*
Laura Ann Liukonen
Huizhen Long*
Kenneth Andrew Lopez
Angela Sofia Lopez*
Maikor Lor
Phong Lor
Joseph Michael Lorenz
Kiyan
da Lott
Anthony John Lotten*
Shan Lu*
Tyler John Lumley*
Andrew James Lussow
Elizabeth Ruth Lustig
Sara Jean Lyons
Austin Joseph Mader
Jonathan Richard Majewski
Mitchell Thad Makowski
Mirana Mamedov
Sabina Mamedov
Waad Abdulkader Manfalouti
Nicholas Richard Mangini
Christopher Robert Manske
Taylor Anne Martin
Manning Marx
Mallory Elaine Maye
Alexander Thomas Mayer
Max John Mazurek
Stuart Michael McBain*
Shelby McGill
Ryan Patrick McGinn
Shannon McGinnis
Ashley McGrath
Kyle Scott McHugh
Shawn Douglas McKenzie
Michael R. McNally
Alexandra Kathryn Meisinger
Xingyu Meng
Yicen Meng*
Mary Ellen Metzendorf
David A. Meyran
Lauren Margaret Michelz*
Michael Dominic Mikunda
Sara Ann Miller
Naiha Shahid Mirza
Rigel Mitchell
Hitesh Mogallapu
Aaron Jeffrey Monson
Cynthia Rocio Moore
Noah Salvador Mott
Heather Irene Mrotek
Annalise Kay Mueller
Benjamin James Mueller
Jessica Ann Mueller
Daniel Sean Mulcahy
Samantha Lee Murray
Mallery Jaylyn Myers
Jacob Tyler Nelson*
Sean Daniel Nelson
Nicole Marie Nettesheim
Jeffrey James Neuman
Megan Christine Newhouse
An Hoang Khanh Nguyen*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
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SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Andrew Van Nguyen
Martin Duchao Nguyen
Katelyn Rose Nicolet*
Mariah Josephine Nigl
Tanner John Nimke
Renee Catherine Nipple*
Olivia Nitke*
Laytee Ann Norkeh
Marisa Mae Novy*
Jurgen G. Nurai
Charles Patrick ODwyer*
Anuli Monica Okonkwo
Trent Douglas Olsen
Allie Nicole Omen
Nathan Thomas Opps
Wayne Allen Paliwoda
Brooke Marie Palmer
Mishal Panchal
John Kenneth Parr*
Zachary Erik Peregrin
Cody Charles Peterson
David Joseph Pettis
Rebecca Theresa Lynn Pfannes
Johannah Rashad Phillips
Karen Elizabeth Pimentel
Misia Pinero
Emil John Plank*
Jonathan Harms Ploetz*
Johnathon Albert Wayne-Ponkratz
Amanda Jean Porubsky*
Anthony Scott Presutti
Fredrick Roy Puls
Armaun Rad
Courtney Rademann
Brian D. Ragsdale
Daniel Raml
Thomas Jeffery Ramstad
Kevin James Rasmussen
Thomas Joseph Rebholz
Samantha Louise Redell
Ty W. Redmann
Ben Russell Rejniak
Michael Louis Rendler
Jacquelynn Jean Resch
Tyler J. Rice
Brett Urban Richgels*
Sharran Marie Riley-Agostino*
Sufder A. Rizvi
Andrew James Roberts
Caitlin Faith Robertson
Emmanuel Rozario Rodriguez
Gabriel Kiplangat Rono
David McArthur Rossiter
John Henry Rothe
Mitchell Joshua Rowen
Patrick Thomas Roy*
William Ruffing
Patrick Todd Ruhland
Trisha Rush
Jack Kevin Ryan
Mitchell Alan Rzentkowski*
Dominic Joseph Salinas
Nicholas David Salvaggio*
Nicolas I. Sandoval
Nicolas Santos Ferraz
David Joseph Sapiro*
Katherine Ann Savagian
Nicholas Donald Savaglia*
Eric Jon Sawyer
Ashley Taylor Schadde
Alex J. Schauf
Kyle James Scherkenbach
Hailey Mae Schild
Jacob Schilling
Brandon Joseph Schmid
Ryan Andrew Schmitt
Nicholas John Schneider
Michael Thomas Schroeder
Miriam Sabrina Schroeder*
Paige Marie Schroeder
Amanda Marie Schroth
Carly Elizabeth Schultz
Michael Ryan Schutte
Stacey Renee Seelig*
Kirsten Marie Seibert
Alyssa Josephs Seidl*
Kimberly Morgan Seipel
Amanpreet Sekhon
Graham William Serchen*
Adam Ignacio Szentgyorgyi
Travis James Sette
Dalia Shawar*
Clayton James Shimetz
Michael Oleg Shklover*
Natyra Shllaku
Chase Michael Siebert
Gurcharan Singh
Peter William Smith
Jackson James Snow
Sophia Soumpolophpakdy
Eric Wallace Stahovic
Jonathan Michael Stahr*
Mitchell Joseph Stark
Parker Allen Steves
Nicole Anne Steinberg
Abigail Irene Steindorf
Claire Marie Steiner
Hailey Stengl
Collin Stephens
Julia Anne Stoneman*
Lyndsey Ann Streff
Chenyung Su
David John Suchomel*
Jordyn Leigh Swan
Katelyn Swisher
David Anthony Tenaglia
Nancy Thao
Pao Thao
Sai Na Thao*
Tyler John Thorn
Richard Walter Treiber
Kayla TUCHALSKI*
Nicholas Lee Twomey
Lucas Michael Tyger
Brett Donald Umlauft
Nicholas Robert Unes
Dorjin Uranchimeg
Mitchell Scott Van Alstyne
Veronica Jasmyne Vance
Shia Vang
Connie Amaris Vargas
Jessica Verdun*
Shawn Wendell Vick*
Aaron Steven Vlies*
Lacy Marie Vollmer
Kaitlin Volpendesta
Joseph Nabil Wahhab*
Erik Bradley Walthgren*
Corey James Wahn
Jordan Lee Waldhart
Jacob Wandrey
Feiyu Wang
MingHe Wang*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Ashley Marie Warnke
Lindsey Marie Wavrunek*
James Gregory Weber
Megan Michelle Wehking
Daniel J. Wein
Tyler Michael Wentzel*
Nicholas Lee Wesela
Jacob Scott Westphal*
Reid Matthew Wettstein
Joshua Daniel Weyland
Melissa Joyce Weyland
Andrew Murdock White
Steve White
Timothy J. Wiencek*
Benjamin Michael Wierzbba
Thomas Herbert Wiesner
Kelly Jo Wilde
Alison Elizabeth Wilder
Taylor Wingate
Timothy Taylor Wirtz
Jessica Kelbe Wollensak
Theodore Woydt
Jiaheng Xie
Yilin Xin*
Amanda Xiong
See Xiong
Zoua Xiong
Fanjing Xu*
Jong Bruno Ya
Ran Yan*
Jenna Duchee Yang
Mai Chor Yang
Xiaoyan Yao*
Brittany Patricia Yingling
Yannick Moneca Yorot
Alexander Gerard Yunker
Ryan Richard Zebian
Zach Michael Zeise
Xubai Zhang
Xinyu Zhao*
Feifan Zheng
Zhoushi Zheng
Yidi Zhu*
Jackson Young Zingsheim
Nicholas James Zingsheim
Christopher Nicholas Zvara

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Alan Shoho
Bachelor of Science
Tahir Sulieman Abdelmawla*
Marvat Abdelrahim* 
Patricia Alaka
Spencer Jayne Andersen*
Ismarie Aviles
Marina Monique Banks
Natalie Montgomery Barber*
Grace Margaret Barr
Ashten Rebekkah Bartel
Coryn Marie Bauer*
Abigail Baumer
Tricia Maria Becker*
Tyler Raymond Bostedt
Carrie Delores Bowie
Vanessa Ann Brage
Tiffany Lea Braim
Sarah Jeanne Brecke
Carolyn S. Bube*
Ashley Marie Buckley*
Kosheda Vanette Butler
Michelle Ronae Bychowski
Maxwell J. Campos
Mario Alberto Cano
Samantha Jean Carter
Kayla Marie Chambers*
John Charles Christensen*
Derrick J. Cole
Elba Contreras
Nicole Cornejo*
Angela Cruz
Emma Lee Daase
Matthew Gregory Dahlk
Monique Nicole Davis
Kristina Demarest
Benjamin Church Dobson*
Anna Marie Doll*
Sarah Marie Ehrert
Morgan Amber Ekstein
Ashlee Marie Finch*
Suzanne M. Finman*
Brittany Ann Fowler
Hannah Elizabeth Foy
Kelsey Marie Freit
Ashley C. Frye
Sarah Gabriel
Jacquelyn Garratt
Mellissa Rae Gauthier*
Kimberly Rose Geronde*
Luis Roberto Godinez
Gloria Kay Hacker*
Brooke Anne Hall*
Kodi C. Harding
Sarah Elizabeth Hartman*
Sarah M. Haselow*
Carolina Elizabeth Hernandez*
Stephanie Marie Hesselman*
Molly Joan Hinkes
Carissa M. Hohl*
Victoria Denise Hortman
Sydney M. Howard
Olivia Alice Howe
Jacqueline Hoy*
Ashley C’emone Humphrey
Jenna Danielle Hundt*
Shayla Latrice Jackson*
Emily Louise Jacobson
Michelle Ann Jahnke*
Aaron William Johnson
Courtney Ann Johnson
Dalia Johnson
Marquis Lee Johnson
Travis Gene Jones
Johnathon Everett Kammueller
Anna M. Kasukonis
Erin Marie Kerwin
Hannelore Kinney*
Nicole Barbara Kleser
Amber Kotula*
Karley Marie Krawze
Sarah Beth Kretschmer
Brett Michael Kusters*
Cassandra Lee Kwiatkowski
Paige Brianne Lehr*
Taylor Patricia Leiske
Kelly Lewis*
Samuel Allan Lipton*
Samantha K Little
Amanda Marie Loberger*
Jason Lopez
Khou Lor*
Soua Lor
JeVon Ray Lyle
Mary Elizabeth MacCudden
Lauren Mandujano*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Gabriela Elise Martinez*
Katelyn Barbara McCann
Kimberly Lynn McGinnis*
Erin Marie Meyer
Kasey Mitchell
Kendra Victoria Monroe*
Kabao Moua
Nicole Lynn Muraszewski*
Eric Scott Naranjo
Stephanie Rae Naranjo*
Brittany Nelson
Brittany A. Neujahr
Zachary Benjamin Nye*
Nathan James Olson
Danielle Elise O’Neill
Katherine Andrea Orr
Caitlin Faith Paikowski*
Zoe Jay Parmeter*
Miriam Perez
Kathryn Regina Peterson*
Danielle Marie Pradarelli
Alissa Marie Ratzsch
Erin Elizabeth Regner*
Alyssa May Reid
Kylie Elizabeth Rexford
Declan Defert Rodriguez
Cara A. Roloff
Carly Sara Rubnitz
Dana Eileen Salata*
Alyssa J. Salzwedel
Emily Kathryn Schaal
Carrie L. Scheuerman*
Laura Schlosser
Kate Ellen Schmitz
Amanda Jo School*
Ian Michael Scott
Gurkirat Singh Sekhon
Troy D. Shaw
Saidah Akilah Sheppard*
Andrew W. Simons
Aliison Jeanne Sinclair
Leslie Rose Sivek*
Constance Sprewer
Molly Emma Sprister*
Chalon R. Stacker
Andrea Lynn Steinhofer
Zachary Lloyd Stevenson
Rose Kathleen Stoeger*
Megan Marie Stone
Jennifer Lynn Sunderland*
Tiffany C. Swan
Cody Philip Szohr
Courtney Theresa Szpara
Margaret Rose Tabor*
Rebecca Jean Thomas
Leah Rochelle Thompson
Dominique LaShawn Tillman
Melissa H. Tilson
Samantha Rose Toman
Mackenzie Cerel Valek
Chi Vang*
Cassandra Marie VanWormer
Krstina Vidakovich*
Valerie Alanna Vinyard*
Jaimie E. Weissinger
Elizabeth Jessie Werren
Jacqueline White*
Stuart Travis White
Courtney Lynn Willems
Emily Michelle Wurm*
Belinda Yang
Jennifer Myna Yang
Sarah Paajaag Yang
Alina Marie Zibutis*

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE

Dean Brett A. Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Haytham Ihab M. Abouseoud
Michael James Adler
Mahdi Hassan M Al Khamsan
Ahmed Mohammed-Alabdulkarim
Salah Abdulatif Alarfaj
Naif Ahmed M. Aldhahri*
Saleh Abdullah M. AlGharrash
Sultan Hamad A. Alharbi
Muath Rashed Alhuthayl
Faisal Alkhourayb
Ahmad Mohammad Allehebi
Haidar Ahmed A. Almakrami
Khalid Abdulsalam Almasari*
Abdulmonem Jawad Almatar
Abrar Hassan M. Alrebeh
Munthir Sulaiman D. Alrehaili
Mohammed Abdulaziz-Alsalem
Omar Mohammed S.-Alsayyari*
Benjamin Chadwick Altfillichs
Yarob Bahabri
Wade W. Bebo
Lucas James Behling
Yue Bei*
Craig Bergeron
Lauren Michelle Bersie*
Justin Bittenbender
Steven Alan Blandin
Muhammad Bleibel
Nathan Robert Born
David Jeffrey Boyce
Boris Bozic
Erik John Brattlund
Shane Joseph Breimon
Tyler Lynn Broesch*
Shuiyu Bu*
Marcus Allan Busse
Jeron Pearce Campbell
Zijian Cao*
Johnny Sun Cha
Ruoyu Chen*
Yuhao Chen*
Kevin Alexander Clark
Michael Anthony Clausing
Maxwell Lee Crabb
Dominic Michael Crivello
Mark Peter Czarnecki
Zachary Eugene Davis
Anthony Lewis Demeuse
Diana J. DiPalma
Thomas Robert Domenico*
Gabriel James Duncan
Tim Paul Eggert
Jake Michael Ekker
Daniel Engnath
Bryce Robert Erwin*
Bernard Edward Evans
Lucas Ray Feiner
Ruben Isaac Flores
Cade D. Fontana*
Richard S. Gebhart
Matthew John Gilly
Ross Michael Goessl*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Alexander McLean Greeley*
Jared James Gross
Jacob Thomas Gustavson
Christopher Joseph Harmon*
Vetan Hashani
Tim Neil Hendrickson
Thomas Robert Herfeld
Robert Karlin Hasseleberg
Jayme Rand Hetland
Timothy James Hilger*
Ilan Mollick Hirschman
Josef Hladik
Mitchell Lawrence Horn
Haotian Hou*
Danlei Hu*
Ben William Huberty
Jason Jeffery Jaeger
Justin J. Jarmuz*
Abdullah Abdulrahman M Jawi
Garry Jean-Pierre*
Liang-Sywan Jen
Zachary Mark Kaehler
Zachary Patrick Keefe
Charles Jason Keller
Callie Margret Kemper
Matthew James Kieckhafer
Jared Thomas Kobriger*
Travis Michael Koeppen
Bret Jared Kohler
Andrew Stanfield Kovacich
Stephen Francis Kowal
Benjamin E. Kruswicki
Arthur Jakub Kucharski
Christopher John Kujawska
Nathan John Lafleur
Bryan Wayne Larson*
Katie Lorene LeDoux*
Mao Lee
Joshua Raymond Lemiesz*
Luz M. Lezama
Jiaqi Li*
Yanning Li*
Yutian Li*
Mason James Lockard
Shibo Lu*
Joshua Louis Luksich
Rui Ma*
Fahad Saddeiq H. Maghrabi
Hayden Lee Marquardt
Michelle Lee Matteson
William Joseph Matthews
David Milan Messer
Andrew Thomas Meyer*
Jordan Miller*
Zoran Milosavljevic
Douglas P. Monroe*
Joseph Marshall Morgan
Jeremy Ryan Nelson
Nikolas Joseph Nelson
John Maxwell Nemer*
Alexandra Marie Newman*
Eric Matthew Nitz
Douglas Michael Noe
Tressa Norden*
Jordan James Nowak
Kyle Patrick Odette
Devin William Oehlrich
Cory David Oswald
Tyler Daniel Ovard
Jeremy Peter Pape
Kayla Marie Pearson
Daniel Walter Pepper*
Cody Ryan Penning
Matthew James Pozel*
Nicholas Scott Pritzl
David Michael Ralston
Jacob Thomas Ramsey
Heidi Brei Ranicke
Samuel Timothy Reed
Gerald Scott Richards
Marc Robert Richter
Judson William Riggins*
Michael George Robinson
Jose L. Rodriguez
Tevin James Rodriguez
Caleb Walter Romenesko
Sam Joseph Rusch
Robert Alan Salamon
Gustavo Sanchez-Mora
Kyle Reiner Schlimbach
Ross Patrick Schloegel
Dieter John Schmidt
Brittany Renee Schwartz*
Timothy Francis Sentz
Kyle Joseph Shampo
Alec Michael Sheperd
Rachel Lee Simeth*
Evan Orville Sinram
Geoffrey Joseph Smits
Jacob A. Sonnenberg*
Christal Ann Spaeth
Brian Steven Steem
William Clarke Steppe
Aleksandar David Styles
Zhongyue Sun*
Brett Cody Sweeney
Matthew Talbot
Chad Richard Tarman
Rebecca Kathleen Tesch*
Rachael Claire Tischer
Michelle Margaret Traub
Michael J. Treasure
Keith Byron Turner
Jacob Lawrence Tuttle*
Dominic Aluami Uzzii
Jacob Leon Van Boxtel
Joshua Michael Van Ryzin
Steven Garrott Villacrez
Chenghuab Tswfwfm Vue
Timothy Patrick Wall
Matthew Robert Weber*
James Weglarz
Mathew Daniel Weiss*
Jarrod Daniel Wettstein
Jacob Paul Widner
Mark Willacker
Mark Anthony Wolf*
Nicholas Thomas Wollerman
Fue Yang
Aleksey Yermakov*
Bopeeng Zhao*
Shuran Zhao
Brian James Ziebart
Wentao Zou*

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Colleges of

Health Sciences

Dean Ron Cisler
Bachelor of Science

Michael Paul Acker
Mohammed Almakrami
Reem Mohammed S.-Alqahtani*
Batool Hazem Alquahtani*
Fatimah Mohammed M.-Alsabaa*
Sophia Frances Andera-Cato
Taylor Nicole Anglin
continued

**COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES**

Lindsay Bacik*
Aleisha Lee Bagin
Danielle Marie Barrett
Rachel Lee Bascom*
Amy Lynn Bastian*
Desiree Jordan Bates
Brittany Kayla Bauhs
Laura Renee Becker*
Jennifer E. Benish
Dalwinder Singh Bhela
Viririanna Blanco
Michael Edward Blondell
Shawn Michael Bohler*
Jade Elizabeth Bollig*
Kirsten L. Branstiter
Jillian Paige Bromley*
Tanner James Brown
Cara Michelle Brucker*
Trevor Michael Bruders
Brianna Lee Brugger*
Brianna Dawn Burgarino*
Lorena M. Buswell*
Anthony Thomas Caelwaerts
Jennifer Paige Cahala
Torey Thomas Carpenter
Christian William Casper
Ta Chern Chang
Sethe Jaymes Christensen*
Joshua Thorp Collier*
Evan W. Corbin*
Haley Catherine Correll*
Simone Marquel Crayford
Kelsey Currier
Alexis Marie Czuta
Amy Czyz
Rachel Layne Davis*
Jessica Marie DeLacy*
Aaron Matthew Delarosa
Kimberly Anne Dembinski*
Leslie Dice*
Sarah Marie Dillett
Matthew Christopher Dixon
Amanda Lea Donahue*
Daniel Josiah Doyle
Mason Dennis Drake*
Ellyn Rebecca DuBois

Carla Elizabeth Dulberger*
Lauren Y. Farnsworth
Melissa Joy Fleck
Brent James Franzen
Scott K. Fritz
Jennifer A. Froh*
Mary Joy Furner*
Delfina Concepcion Garay
Amanpreet K. Gill
Sarah Elizabeth Gillingham*
Taylor Rae Golabowski*
Keanus Grant
Maria Ann Grant
Joshua Dale Gruenke*
Lindsey Peyton Gunderson*
Alina Lucia Gur*
Ashley Ann Hammes
Allison Frances Hansa
Allison Kay Hansen
Celia Sue Hansen
Megan Lynne Harman
Alana Rae Hasse
Jeffrey Peter Haumersen*
Karl Heger
Michael Henry Henderson
Matthew Lars Hendrickson
Kirsten Nicole Henning
Lauren Marie Herzfeld*
Lindsey Ann Hintz
Megan Rose Hlinak*
Sarah Mary Hoffman
Andrew Michael Hogan
Jennifer Lynn Holmes*
Cecely Helen Hoyt*
Taylor Rose Huber*
Linda J. Jaber
Samantha Christine Jacobson*
Anisa Janko
Joseph Jeffrey Jezorski
Basmah Kabli
Kasey Marie Kallien*
Morgan Lynn Kamholz*
Lauren Christine Kamke
Stephanie Marie Kano
Theresa Marie Kazik*
Serafina Elizabeth Keller
David Kristopher Klebenow
Constance Faith Krahm
Morris Manjue Kromah

Cole Thomas Krueger
Lauren Jean Kuehl*
Jay Kumar*
Melinda Kusters
Shelby Nicole Lang*
Miranda Helen Langford*
Jennifer Lassiter*
Nicole Rae Latzg*
Melissa Mae Lawson*
Der Lee
Paige Elizabeth Lincicum*
Anjelica Fernandez Lopez
Emily Elizabeth Lopez
Javier Lopez
Ia Lor*
Lynsey Nicole Lotharius
Meghan Ashley Ludka*
Lauren Charlotte Lukes
Eric John Maas*
Matthew Donald Makovec
Tareva Martin
Sergio Osvaldo Martinez
Ashley Nicole McBain*
Jennifer McCartan*
Ellen Judith McCray*
Brandon John McDermid
Elyse Catherine Mc Gillis
Lucas Michel Meeteer*
Katie Michel
Emily Rosina Miller
Saul Molina
Allison Jean Morga
Kelsey Alyssa Morris*
Kari Louise Morse*
Kelly Ann Moschea
Katelyn Rose Mutschler*
David D. W Nehls
Haille Damaris Newell
Sierra Marie Oleson
Emily Ann Orange
Shannon Comerford O'Reilly*
Alexander Joseph Osvatic
Jeremy Joseph Panoske
Matthew Thomas Parez
Celia S. Parra
Alexis Lynn Pelton
Molly Marie Poeske*
Sarah Pope*
Lauren Nicole Post*
Brett Michal Pozolinski*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Micayla Marie Pretti
Justin Ryan Puttermann
Samantha Heil Radmer
Carly Ann Rauchle*
Bennett Douglas Reed
Cynthia Josephine Riegel*
Nicole Gail Riemenapp
Caitlin Beth Rinzel
Elvia Rivas
Caroline Elizabeth Roberts*
Alexis Albert Rodriguez
Guadalupe Antonia Rodriguez
Brittani Marie Rooker*
Lindsey Rugg
Tiffany Ruiz*
Janelle Terri Salzwedel*
Husam Samara
Nicolas Manuel Santos
Jacob Michael Scherger
Kari Marie Schneider
Kaitlyn Marie Schuelke
Adam Schueller
Amber Schultz*
Colleen Seegers
Ashley Lynn Seibel*
Lauren Angela Selingo*
Amanda Sergeant
Jordan Rae Shelton
Karen Sherer-Smith
Brigitta Katherine Siladi*
Lisette Terese Silva*
Shane Edward Slastad
Kylie Rae Slavek
Jessica LuWayne Snow*
Sienna Ann Spence*
Kristen Rae Spielbauer
Luke D. Stacey*
Theresa Marie Strand
Anthony John Sustachek
Kurtis John Sustachek
Megan Anne Taddeucci
Jamie Jeanette Tenpas
Ann Terlon
Vang Thao*
Moria Rose Timmons
Nouran Zeyad Timraz
David William Tran
Connor Lewis Treptow
Jorge Ivan Valle*
Nathaniel VandenBusch*
Kouxeng Yang
Mai Lee Yang
Nikki Marie Voegeli*
Courtney Jo Voland*
Nicole Elizabeth Vroman*
Francheska Jane Wallace
Alicia Elinor Wallin
Ashley Rita Wallho
Shelby Wandel
Kerrielle Lin Werba
Kayla Marie Weyant
Casey Ann White
Leah Kathryn Wolf
Carissa Renee Wortman
Heather Mao Xiong
Andrew Sheeyee Yang
Kong Yang
Payoua Yang
Sara Zawicki*
Rachel Zeman
Shikan Zheng
Krista-Lee One-Four-Nine Zoromski

SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES
Dean Tomas A. Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology
Brandon John Adkinson
Alessandro Toni Aita
Oluwatosin Opeyemi Awe
Derek Burton Bachmann
Kurt Lee Baldwin*
James Erin Banach
Sienna Ann Bast*
Aylin Judy Birlik
Nicholas Michael Robert Blais
Marie Annette Bonde*
Brandon William Born
Kristin Michelle Bowers
Christopher Thomas Braden
Thomas Breitenbach
Kesha LaCole Brooks
Neil Alexander Burrow
Erik James Carbo*
Sophia Mary Catherine-Carpiaux
Bee Chang
Tou Ger Chang*
Erick Chavez
Philip Cook
William J. Crump
James Dabringer
Anurag Das
James Dear
Megan Marie Drozdowicz*
David Dull
Brittney L. DuPont
Elizabeth Ellis
Matthew James Engelhardt
Knt Patrick Fehrm*
Bret Samuel Fraizer*
Richard Thomas Gast
Hans C. Good
Margaret Gordon
Shelby Esther Graf*
Jason Ha
Samuel L. Hansen
Sarah J. Hansen*
David Allan Hemmer
Bill Richard Hepola
Matthew C. Her
Jordan Ray Higgins
Michael Hirt
Nathan James Hofer
Tanner Jordan Irons
Madeline Margret Jaeger*
Keith Michael Kaczor*
George Steven Koeller
Gregory Mark Krimmer
Stephen Zachary Leick
Phillip Andrew Long
Marshall John Loomis
Josh Looper
Dominique Luna-Jones
Mason Gerald May
Turquoise McCain
Margaret McCaustland*
Daniel Ifzan MdShahrin
Gerald Miksch
Phillip Jefferson Miller
Sharon Morgano*
Shayon Mukherjee*
Nazikafauser Pathan
Michael Prest
Anthony James Puddy
Abdur Rehman
Dwayne Rhoiney

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES

Albin Eduardo Rosario-Espinosa
Adam Schlosser
Stefan Roland Schneider
Matthew Steven Schwister
Morgan Mackenzie Seguin*
Eloise Sendelbach
Steven Smolik*
Allison Marie Sorenson
Jeremiah Frederick Stephens
Mai Yia Thao
Tou Thao
Kimberly Charlotte Thomas
Jakub Tordoff
Devin J. Van Dyke
Johnny Vang
Favian Velasco
Christie Wagner
Michelle Ann Walk*
Omie Renee Walls
Adam Jeffrey Wildt
Kevin Xiong*
Toukue Yang
Xenyen Amanda Yang
Markeese Lee Young
Jeffery Michael Zellner
Adam Jon Zettel*

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science

Andrew Jay Aaron*
Tala Samir M. AbuSoud
Kelsey Alyssa Acker
Timothy John Albrechtson
David William Algrim
Carmen Socorro Alicia
Danielle Joy Allen
Raphael Edward LeBrun Allen
Sheldon Andrew Allen
Tiara TeNequia Allen
Bushra Alsharif
Kodjo Jean-Jacques Amedome
Michelle Rita Amidzich
Alex Demetrio Anderegg
Austin Katie Anderson*
Zack Thibodeau Anderson*
Paul Edward Andler*
Rosesmarie Y. Arabiyat*
Yusuf Atef Ashram
Amanda Carol Ann Aug
Ariel Renee Austiff
Britney Taylor Baker
Charles Henry Austin
Thomas Anthony Baas
Kayla Renee Bahr
Samanta Rae Bahr
Chelsea Sakura Bailey*
Alexandra Paige Baker
Sequoia Toni Baker*
Raynard Pieter Bakker
Ashley Banoub*
Natalie J. Bantleon*
Annah Baranowski
Salvador Barba
Derek Allen Barnhart
Blake Barrington
Richard A. Bartz*
Emily Arlene Bauer
Gavyn Taylor Baxa
Allison Marie Bay
Emily Ann Bear*
Gayle Lou Beardsley
Amanda Becker
Cassandra Elizabeth Beine
Alison Rose Bekolay*
Zoe Hakespoot Benjamin
Kaitlin Elizabeth Berggren
Benjamin Noah Berlowitz
Tenin Ange Berte
Brandon Scott Berthiaume*
Paul Michael Bertling
Garrett Matthew Beth
Anthony Michael Bichler
Tatia Biddle
Dan Robert William Bielich
Gabrielle Bielunski*
Carolyn Birch
Michael Black
Brittany Jane Blackburn
Matthew Scot Blackwell
Gabriella Maria Blasko
Christiana Bettina Bleadsoe
Laura Rose Blodgett
Nicole Catherine Bloedorn
Emily Jo Blohm
Andrew Thomas Boinski
Armani Monet Bolden
Amanda Sue Boll*
Samantha Ann Bomkamp*
Kaitlynn Bonner
Matthew Leeson Bootsma
Andrew Lee Borgstrom
Christi Anna Bose
Renee Nicole Bourgeois
Erika Joelle Bowen*
Joseph Boyle
Madeline Rose Brancel*
Sarah Lynn Braunschweig
Christina L. Brodeur
David B. Brookins
Kael Brooks
Lloyd H. Brown*
Abigail Buckley
Hope Buehler
Eric Buening
Marcus L. Buford
Emma Lynn Burgermeister
Sarah Anne Bush
Jenna Marie Busha*
Mariah Nicole Butler
Courtney Elizabeth Calewarts
Aseanti Neizsa Calhoun
Ciara Camberos
Bonnie Gabrielle Canarie
Destany Lillian Cancel
Karen Elizabeth Canido
Danilo Cardenas
Andrea Constanza Carrion-Ortiz
Jennifer Michelle Carrion
Patrick Carroll
William Robert Carver
Shannon Margaret Cary
Daisy Castle
Jessica Cattle
Madison Lundell Ceelen
Haley Susan Challoner*
Graham Larkin Chaney
Eng Chang
Gekka Chapman
Lupita Nayely Chavez

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Lydia Elena Chiappetti*  
Philip Charles Chinn  
Megi Chkhetia  
Mary Katherine Christensen  
Alexandria Kay Christman  
Ryan Vance Christy  
Ming Il Chuang  
Carly Ann Cierzan  
Alexandra Germaine Claas  
Amanda Sandra Clapper*  
Madeline Rose Clark  
Ian Richard Clavel*  
Robert Duane Clements  
Tyler M. Clendenning  
Carissa Jeanne Coats  
Lakeia Alexis Cobbs  
Andrew Thomas Cockerham*  
Allan Michael Cogan  
Christina Colarossi*  
Samantha Marie Collins  
Ryan Jacob Connell  
Torie Catherine Connolly  
Jordan Richard Conway  
Cynthia Anne Cooper  
Dillon Jon Cornette  
Abigail Tapia Cortez  
Colleen Mary Cotter  
Kayla Marie Cowan*  
Erin Elizabeth Cox  
Adam Joseph Crawford  
Gabrielle Marie Crinzi  
Olivia Charolette Cross  
Sarahmae Yumang Cruz  
Jean Carlos Cudemos  
Caila Elizabeth Cullen  
Shelby Cullen  
Sawyer Todd Daane  
Alexander Dade  
Zachary Ray Dagneau*  
Mary Chris Dantzler*  
Rachel Dargle  
Guy Davies  
Ericka Davis  
Olivia Lenee Davison  
Wilfred Peter De Junco  
Peter Christopher Deegan*  
Sarah Alison DeGeorge*  
Ruby DeLeon  
Donia Marie Desautels  
Ryan Mark DeSmet  
Andrew Gerard Deuchars*  
Sarvpal Singh Dhillon  
Maya Hazel Digre*  
Aaron Matthew Dillon  
Elliot Scott DiMilo*  
Owen Philip John Dinauer  
Noel Marie Dionne  
iesha Doane  
Maria Elizabeth Donadio  
Amy Elizabeth Donahue*  
Britney Denise Donald*  
Jacob Robert Dood*  
Christopher Andrew Dopuch*  
Meghan Mary Doran*  
Bryan Allan Downing  
Ndeye Dieynaba Drame  
Kristin Renee Drescher  
Alicia Lynn Drum  
Nicholas Durham  
Steven Dvorachek  
Sara Jane Dworschack*  
Sean Robert Eaton  
Jaymee Marie Ebbers  
Oliver Byron Edward  
Keersi Monrieve Edwards  
Charles Nickerson Egan  
Helene Christina Eisenberg  
Emma Cole Eisner  
Abigail Clark Elsmo-Siebert  
Lauren Taylor Engen  
Caroline Enrique-Gaitan*  
Gina Ann Erato*  
Adam James Erdmann  
Sydney Elizabeth Erdmann  
Justine Marie Espisito  
Tyler James Evans  
Ian James Eviston-Jahnke*  
Ijeoma Ebonee Ezemba  
Morgan Anthony Faas  
Wesley Falk  
Breana Lynn Farrell  
Geena Fendt*  
Darrin Laine Ferguson  
Franco N. Ferrante  
Camille Rebecca Ffrench  
Emily Jo Firlinger  
Joseph Frederick Fischer  
John Russell FitzGerald*  
Nicholas Fitzpatrick  
Summer Lee Flaherty  
Hannah Louise Flanery*  
Ethan James Fleuchaus  
Patrick James Flood  
Josh Alan Foskett  
Sky Lee Fox*  
Daniel Peter Francken  
Stevie Ann Frankow  
Dale Ja Freckmann  
Kaylee Danielle Frederick  
Stephanie Ann Freedman  
Patricia Ann Friedrich  
Adam Blake Frischkorn  
Brett Keith Fulleyleove-Krause*  
Jordan Virginia Galeas  
Cesar Eduardo Galvan  
Ryan Joseph Garde*  
Lillian Garimella  
Deja Garner  
Susan Jean Gaertl*  
Anne Macintosh Garvey  
Devin Rhys Gatton  
Max Evan Gatzke  
Benjamin Michael Gautsch*  
Brian D. Gayfield  
Joshua Rodney Gee  
Courtney Brooke Gelting  
Holly Geraldson  
Jason Michael Gerondale  
Mary Patricia Gibbons  
Amanda Lyn Gill  
Navdeep Singh Gill  
John Paul Gingrass  
Mina Girgis  
John Robert Gittings  
Carolyn Holyst Glabere  
Kevin Martin Goff  
Alexandra Lynn Goldberg  
Jessica Leigh Gollwitzer  
Stephanie Marlene Golon  
Olivia Ann Gomez  
Michael Gonzalez  
Thomas John Goral  
Kenan D. W. Goyette  
Alyssa Kate Graan  
Veronika Greco*  
Alison Faith Green*  
Joshua Robert Greenwald

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Briana Kristen Gregory
Trevor William Griesbach
Matthew Gerald Griffin
Michele Ann Griffin*
Michael Robert Grunewald
Peter John Grzywacz*
Andreas W Guardalabene
Kasey Elizabeth Gusho
Drew Edwin Haack
Hannah Lise Haakenson*
Shane A. Haensgen
Courtney Anne Haferman
Rachel Victoria Hahn
Lisa Anne Hajec
Joe Halley
Katherine Margaret Halmo*
Brittany Michelle Hammock*
Rebecca Kaitlyn Hamrick
Neil William Hanbury
Alexis Maylan Haney
Jacob Jeffrey Hanson
Erin R. Harkin
DaMonique Nicole Harris
Ka Shena P. Harris
Nicole Pitzen Harris*
Tyler Douglas Hasenstein
Kelah Forest Hatcher
Ashley Ann Heding
Rachel Elizabeth Hegland*
Melissa Rae Heidenreich
Stephanie Lynn Heim*
Gregory Tyler Heimerl
Keith P. Helm
Jennifer Bea Hemminghaus
Kayla Lee Hendry
Abdul Raheem Henley*
Leah Hennes*
Rebecca Henry
Chee Her
Carrie Rose Herian
Harley Rae Hess
Elizabeth Claire Hetzel
Ryan Higgins
Jordan Nicole High
Alexis Nicole Hill
Alyssa Leigh Hintz
Hanna Elizabeth Hobson*
Marni Ashley Hoest*
Jill Madelyne Hoffman*
Benjamin Dean Hollnagel
Chelsea Maria Holloway
Evan Holloway
Jessica Crystal Holt*
Doug Daniel Hoppe*
Juanita Lynn Hoppock*
Nickolas Andrew Horejs
Janelle Rene Howell
Ronald James Huebner
Rachael Huff
Floyd Hughes*
Elliot Vincent Humiston
Nicole Catherine Hutchins
Nikolina Ivankovic
Ashley Taren Jacob
Nicole Noel Jacobs
Amy Jo Jacobson
Courtney Ann Jacobson*
Robert James Jaeger
Chantel Jalalian
Michael Robert Janusz
Sarah Valerie Jaskie
Sarah Anne Jaskolka
Anna Mee Hye Jeffries*
Tara Jensema
Kristen Marie Jensen*
Britta Katherine Jerdee
Rui Jie*
Derrick Evander Johns
Jessica Johnson
BreShuanda Jones
Danielle Jones
Demarco Dejuan Jones
Gregory Matthew Jones*
Amber Rose Jorgenson
Sarah Elisabeth Joyal*
Patricia Randall Joyce
Aurora Juozevicius
Simona Juriscic
Courtney Kadolph
Alexander Theodore Kafkas*
John Michael Kangas
Tyler Joseph Kanugh
Mary Elizabeth Kappus
Jason Karls
Lakshmi Karri
Natalee Rose Kashou
Keegan Andrew Kastorff
Kerilyn Kaun
Danielle Kayser
Morgan Elaine Kebbekus
Cody Cosmo Kelderberg
Richard Garis Kellow
Thomas John Kelly
Natalie Suzanne Kemps
James Michael Kerkman
Tatum Keving*
Amanda Holly Keyes*
Graham Thomas Kilmer
Sophia Kim
David George King
Benjamin James Kingsbury
Brandice Nicole Kirchner
Cassandra Kay Kirkley
Jennifer Anne Kirkpatrick
Shannon Kirsch
Adam Klarner*
Lauren Nicole Klawans
Thomas Andrew Klein*
Zachary Mark Kim Klinner
Danielle Marie Knotts
Alex James Koch*
Autumn Laurel Treasure-Kochanski
Adam Randall Kopp
Stephanie Kosmeder
Helen Elizabeth Koth
Lambriene Demeta-Koutromanos
Moriah Rose Kral
Rachel Catherine Kresser*
Josie Kruether*
Jonathan Vincent Kubicz
Samantha Rae Kuffel
Kaitlin Nicole Kutler
Matthew Scott La Berge
Joseph Raymond Laabs
Michael Donovan LaBelle
Emily Jayne Lahmayer
Amanda Rose Lamb
William Henry Langhoff
Patrick Kevin Laning
Elizabeth Anne Lapointe
Kathryn LaRoque
Anthony D’Andre Leavy

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Lee</td>
<td>Melissa Mary Masters*</td>
<td>Andres F. Munoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seunghhee Lee*</td>
<td>Natassia Nicole Matsen</td>
<td>Colin Murphy*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navjit K. Lehal*</td>
<td>Shawn Tyler Matson</td>
<td>Lauren Rene Muschinske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney LeAnn Lehrke</td>
<td>Jeremy Richard Maurer</td>
<td>Feriel Nasri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob D. Leitner</td>
<td>Claire Elizabeth Maxon</td>
<td>Alma Judith Navarro Suarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Louise Lemieux</td>
<td>Samuel Douglas McAdams</td>
<td>Peter James Nebel*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tessa Marie Leonardi</td>
<td>Ryan Leonard McAteer</td>
<td>Micah Ryan Neidorfler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Thomas Leonoff</td>
<td>Erin E. McCarty*</td>
<td>Catherine Jane Nejedlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Robert Leow</td>
<td>Christa Therese McConnach</td>
<td>Kerry Wynne Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Elizabeth LePak</td>
<td>Nathan Samuel McCormack</td>
<td>Tyler Jack Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Marie Lesch*</td>
<td>Kirstin Marie McCormick</td>
<td>Kimberly Ann Neubauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Frances Lichte*</td>
<td>Patrick J. McCue*</td>
<td>Anye K. Ngwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Liempeck-Brings</td>
<td>Lindsay Kay McElhenie*</td>
<td>Jonathan David Nick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constance L. Ligman*</td>
<td>Tyra Marie McFarland</td>
<td>Grace Louise Nicora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Anne Lillie</td>
<td>Shane McGuinness</td>
<td>Kisha L. Ninham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Richard Lindgren</td>
<td>Michael Carter McVey</td>
<td>Hannah Lee Noll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Rose Link*</td>
<td>Andrea Mei</td>
<td>Theresa Lucy Joy Nosacek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Elizabeth Lintner</td>
<td>Molly Rose Meier</td>
<td>Nicole Melissa Nunez*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Lipinski*</td>
<td>Dana Melanz</td>
<td>Michael Nunley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Lisowe*</td>
<td>Jacob John Melby</td>
<td>Britanny Ann Nycz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Elizabeth Lisser</td>
<td>Trevor Robert Melkonian</td>
<td>Harrison D. O’Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady Richard Lloyd</td>
<td>Anthony David Menzel</td>
<td>Hannah Offermann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Louis Lochner</td>
<td>Briana Mercado</td>
<td>Peter Gustaf Ogren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Michael LoMenzo</td>
<td>Kimberly Anne Meyer</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Anne O’Keefe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylah Marie Lomergan</td>
<td>Cassidy Meyers*</td>
<td>Kevin Onyeka Okonta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Ann Longley</td>
<td>Bryce Curran Miescke</td>
<td>Derinsola Imani Olaseinde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paja Lor</td>
<td>Kari Ann Miller</td>
<td>Victoria Katherine Oldenburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaded M. Lord</td>
<td>Robert Daniel Miller*</td>
<td>Victoria Jane Oliver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lorge</td>
<td>Matthew Clarian Miranda</td>
<td>Oluwadamiola Ruth-Oluwatosin*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Terry Lowe</td>
<td>Tea Mirkovic</td>
<td>Sarah O’Neill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacie Marie Lubetski</td>
<td>Chad Emery Mitchell</td>
<td>Bailey Marie Orr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Michael Luebke</td>
<td>Leonora Mitre</td>
<td>Paul Joseph Oshefsky*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Regina Tabios-</td>
<td>Iqra Younas Mohammad*</td>
<td>Carly Virginia Otto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenthun</td>
<td>Zain Azhar Mohammad</td>
<td>Teshia Rae Owczarek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wala Mahmoud*</td>
<td>Felicia Mondragon</td>
<td>Glenn Steven Owor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Nicole Maidl</td>
<td>Ronen Monosov</td>
<td>Lydia Wendy Ozug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Thomas Majeskie</td>
<td>Daemon Jordan Monson</td>
<td>Erin Kathleen Pacheco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Jean Maliborski</td>
<td>Chelsea Elaine Moore</td>
<td>Daniel Patrick Paegelow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ann Mallek</td>
<td>Jonathan Morales Valadez</td>
<td>Maricela Palacio*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Ashlyn Malone*</td>
<td>Veronica Ana Morales</td>
<td>Eric John Pantojas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis John Manser*</td>
<td>Yaphet O. Morales</td>
<td>Rebecca Ann Papenthien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Louis Mantz</td>
<td>Tessa Marie Morford</td>
<td>Kristin Sora Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Marie Margis*</td>
<td>Ashley Ione Mork</td>
<td>Min Young Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Martin</td>
<td>Tressa Lynn Morrison</td>
<td>Joshua Nathaniel Parkes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Martirosyan</td>
<td>Joshua William Moser</td>
<td>Amanda Kathleen Pastrik*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Nicole Marvin*</td>
<td>Chelsea Hannah Moskow*</td>
<td>Noel Shantelle Paswaters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Masalha</td>
<td>Nachia Moua</td>
<td>Lina Radhhesym Patels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Elizabeth Mascari</td>
<td>Daniel B. Mrotek*</td>
<td>Minal Rajendra Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Craig Mason</td>
<td>Alec Muniz</td>
<td>Daniel Lafon Pawlak*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Jasmine R. Paynes
Lorna Relich Pecard
Robert William Penner*
Allison Magdeline Peret-DeRosia
Nicole Marie Perrault
Brian Christian Perrigoue
Nyisha Lashay Perry
Regina Louise Peters
Kassi Leigh Pezon
Javan Aaron Pham
Jessica Nicole Piet
Meredith Alyse Pink
Jamie Pipke
Jesse R. Pitre
Katlyn Rochelle Pluer
Deanddra A. Popanda
Aimee Kathleen Posnanski
Jonathan Nash Powell*
Katie June Prelesnik
Sarah E. Pritchard
Analise Elle Pruni
Xing Qi
Zeba Quadri
Alexis Ann Raczka
Talon Lorraine Radke*
Daniel Joseph Radtke
Jeffrey Lonn Radtke*
Marie Elena Ramsey
Mohney Nayyer Rana
Danielle Marie Redding
Clayton Thomas Remsk
Davis Lee Renzelmann
Taylor Lynn Reszcynski
Brittany Nicole Rettenmeier*
Agustin Manuel Rey
Trevor James Rezash
Jourdan Leigh Richardson
Zachary James Richardson
Emily Josephine Richter
Jane Kirsten Rickett*
Tyler Scott Ridel
Jacob Patrick Rindfleisch*
Collin Joseph Riportella
Brittany Nicole Rivera
Julio Cesar Rivera
Gabriel Adam Riviere
Nicholas Andrew Robinson
Nolan Jeffry Robinson
Robert Robinson
Samuel Augustus Robinson
Lillian M. Rodezno Diaz
Carly Amanda Roethlisberger*
Rebecca Roggenbuck
Kayla Marie Rosman
Karlyle Rodney Ross
Ian Mayer Roudebush
Stacy Rochelle Rowland*
Matthew Rudman
Mariah Nicole Ruesch
Michelle Bernice Ruiz
Emily Frances Russo
Vyacheslav Rybak
Yanires Saavedra
Zachary Christian Sanchez*
Hector Jr. Santiago
Mathew David Sargent*
Ahmad Imad Sarsour
Yelena Satanovsky
Alexandra Marie Sawicki
Amanda Kathryn Scale
Donald Kenneth Schaubel*
Jade LaRae Schauf*
Daniel Peter Schiro
Katherine Schleier
Maryssa Ann Schlough
Reed Michael Schmidt*
Elizabeth Anna Schoenbeck
Julie Schrieffter
Lee Schwarten
Kayla Rae-Sylvia Schwartz
Abigayle Jae Schwen
Alexander Robert Scrivner
Gino Vincenzo Scuncio*
Alexandria Ann Sedar
Amber Beth Seifert
Azene Seifoddini
Gurnoor Kaur Sekhon
Kristin L. Servais*
Morgan Paige Sevalish
Parijat Sharma
Samuel Benjamin Shesky
Fada Shelbourne*
Abigail Rose Shepard
Tyler Richard Shepherd
Timothy John Shomberg
Mohammad Samir Siddique*
Hannah Marie Siegrist
Jordan Michael Siem
Trina Marie Silbaugh*
Kayla Audenia Simanek
Jennifer Dawn Sims
Nidhi Singh
Sukhjit Singh
Alana Louise Skellett*
Meagan Rose Sklar*
Rehanna Elyse Skonecki
Samantha L. Skorlinski
Rebecca Kathryn Skrobis
Chad William Smies
Leopold Benjamin Bergmann-Smith
Taylor Rae Smith
Tevin Denzel Smith
Logan Steven Snead
Emmajean Helen Snook*
Michelle Renee Soderling
Adam James Sorenson
Caitlin Diana Sorenson
Ryan Sorenson
Eneida Spaho
Catherine Sue Speech
Erik David Sperling
Holly Sporek
Ashley Squitieri
Mary Anna Stanislawski
Abigail Marie Stasiewski
Valerie Elizabeth Staver*
Margaret Louise Steinhauser*
Amanda Roberta Steinhoff*
Ryan Thomas Stetz*
Craig Robert Stipe*
Alex Joseph Stoeger
Heather Linnae Stone
Alexandra Lynn Stott*
Brittini Marie Strege*
Stacey Elizabeth Streicher
Brandon Tyler Struck*
Allie M. Stuebel
Alex David Studee
Serena Janelle Stuettgen*
Kayla Jacqueline Suchocki
Virginia Dian Suchocki
Emily Victoria Susler

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Jack Cohodes Sussman
Tracy Ann Sween*
Taylor Marie Swittel
Aafiya Syed
Nicholas A. Talerico
Travis Jon Tauschek
Aaron Bradford Taylor*
Jasmine Ife Taylor
Micah Theodor
Justin Edward Thimmesch
Amanda Jo Thomas
Dawn Michelle Thomas
Sarah Marie Thomas
Maxwell T. Thompson
Nouchee Thor
Jenna Nicole Thoss*
Derek Robert Thruman
Matthew James Tiby
Anthony Burton Tieso*
Kiley Chartier Timler
Taylor Tobin
Joseph Edward Tomcheck
Adonis Torrence
Donald Edward Trampe*
Kevin Mark Treichel
Marissa Elizabeth Trgo
Kristen Marie Tucker
Dylan Turner
Michael M. Turner
Jonathan Thomas Unke*
Taylor Lorraine Updyke
Abbey Lynn Van Boxtel
Lucienne Van de Pas*
Dawn Nicole Van Dyke
Pahoua Vang
PangJeb X. Vang
Natasha D. Veal
Dustin Robert Verzal
Scott Vieau
Hendrix Viera
Rajdeep Virdi
Milos Vuckovich
Haley Neale Wadel
Megan A. Walker
Kelly Therese Waltz
Alison Elizabeth Wanie
Tyler Wanke
Magdalena Elizabeth Wantschik*
Cambreail Wash
Luisana Waukau
Andrea Marie Weber
Katelyn M. Webster
Justin Lee Weiland
Cassandra Ann Weiss
Elise Renatta Weiss
Austin Thomas Welhouse
Ashley Richelle Wells
Cheylera Prism Welsh
Stephanie C. Wendlandt
Lukas Wenner*
Karley Anne Wentz*
Adam Edwin Gruber Wenzel
Elida Marie Wiebe*
Alexa Nicole Wild*
Tyler Scott Wildman
John Williams*
Michael Richard Williams
Daniel J. Winchester
Erika Franzwa Winner
Lisa Winnie
Joseph Emil Wojcinski
Dana Wolf
Sierra Marlene Wolff*
Megan Elise Wolfgram
Elizabeth Cortney Wollert
Samantha Kathleen Wong
Elizabeth B. Woods
Brian Wunder
Andrew Wurm
Brett Wypiszynski
Adam Cher-Jay Xiong
Der Xiong
Kabntsig Xiong
LaLindia Xiong
Nou Cheng Xiong
Yer Xiong
Maysee Yang
Nou Yang
Tou Lee Yang*
Korina Yee
Scarlett Clarice Young*
Zachary Edward Zawada
Stefan M. Zeidler
Zachary Riles Martin-Zepetzauer
Stephanie Anne Zettel
Sarah Zimmerman
Sarah Elizabeth Zodrow
Brooke Kathryn Zuliani
Steven Michael Zychowski

*Awarded Commencement Honors

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Dean Sally P. Lundeen
Bachelor of Science

Sarah JoAnn Aeschliman*
Mohammad Wajid Akhter
Nareeman S. Al-Abed*
Jane Catherine Alioto*
Phillip Charles Anderson
Jarrod Wayne Barber*
Amanda Elizabeth Barbian*
Rachel Elizabeth Barbon*
Jillian Marie Benson*
Emily Jordan Berens*
Emily Anne Bergeron*
Antony L. Bertelle
Nico Binder
Claire Marie Borland*
Hope Catherine Borland*
Nicole Budzban*
Jenna Dawn Buler
Jennifer Farrell Burns
Evan Charles Busch
Melissa Marie Butz*
McKenzie C. Calacci*
Susanna Eve Campbell*
Chad Ryan Carroll*
Bianca Ann Casso
Miranda Arline Cisler*
Dana Marie Clausen*
Meaghan E. Clope
Adrian Suzanne Cooper
Crystal Ormeasure Corday
Kristin Davison
Kimberly Scot DeClark*
Donna Jane Derse
Laura Jeanne DeWitt*
Jacob Jake Dresen Dresen*
Katie Elaine Drohner
Alina Dwortsens*
Allison Deann Dye*
Heather Kristine Elertson*
Kaytin Marie Ferraro*
Katherine Garbacz*
Hailey Merete Gelhaar*
Margaret Anne Germanotta
Samantha Gholston
Eric Anthony Gingras
Sabrina Nicole Gonzalez
Megan D. Gramza*
continued

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Olivia Anne Grassmann*
Emily Jo Gudmundson*
Michelle Lynne Guidry
Carley J. Guzikowski*
Amber L. Havey*
Laura Jean Hensley*
Sandra Marie Herian*
Ruben Hernandez
Katie Hernke
Frances Mae Hillega
Elisabeth Hobday
Charlotte M. Hughes
Desiri Ann Jantz*
Jessica Kadrich*
Kaitlyn Olivia Kalota*
Ammarie Lyn Kehoss
Amanda Gail Kelley*
Cassandra Kite
Milana Kolundzija
Taylor Jayne Kostecki*
Rosa Bolodo Kremnitzer
Mary Ann Kupferschmidt
Michael Ryan Lamp*
Oksana Valentinovna Lanum*
Katelyn Ruth Lasse*
Rachel LaValley
Mercedes Licea
Amie Marlene Lueck
Audrey Lynne Lutynski
Brenda S. Matloub
Emilee Kae McAdams*
Sarah Joan McCall*
Gina Marie Magna*
Hailie R. Migdal*
Shiane Naomi Migdal*
Megan Miller*
Sue Ellen Moon
Monica Elizabeth Mrowiec*
Brandy L. Myron*
Amanda Nicole Nelson*
Jeanette Kristine Nixon*
Cara Michael Nowak*
Alyssa R Olson
Christian J. Olson
Jamie Lee Orr*
Mary Katherine Peiffer
Andrea Lindsey Peters
Jennifer Rosemarie Pekdir*
Virginia Marie Pinto*
Ashley Renee Plier*
Jean Vance Primmer*
Melissa Jean Prudhomme*
Kaitlin Anne Quigley*
Megan Mae Radowski*
Elizabeth Kirsten McCormick-Raymond*
Billie Jo Rodgers*
Jonathan Rooney*
Kathryn Renee Rotsch*
Jennah J. Roy*
Lori Renee Sanchez*
Trinley Gyatso Sangha
Alyssa Diane Santi
Monica Jean Sasaki
Katie Marie Schaut*
Joseph David Schloegl*
Brittany Ann Schneider*
Cheryl L. Schultze
Elona Shane Labrador Sigler
Caitlin Smith*
Fadil Spahiu
Dragana Stanisic
Ary Lea Sternweis*
Samantha Ann Stroot*
Meghan Quinn Taylor*
Veronica Jean Thornton
Crystal Lynn Toedter*
Joseph Treweek
Brett Richard Tutlewski*
Marisabel Cristina Valdez
Kristine Van Hecker
April Elizabeth Wagner
Elizabeth Ann Walczak*
Kathy Ayiya Walusayi
Wendy Ward
Kara Marie Warnecke
Shelby Marie Wedige*
Kerri Marie Wendlandt*
Nicole Wilke
Emily Wustner

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Amanda Jane Aanstad
Thomas Howard Abbott
Elizabeth Anne Adleman
Rebecca Althea Ainsworth
Fiordeliz Alcantara
Fiordennise Alcantara
Desereae Lashell Allen
Nicole Margaret Anderson
Elizabeth Marie Barahona
Tania Sofia Bermudez-Araujo*
Erica Margaret Berres
Margaret Mary Besaw
Jazmin Christine Binns
Jacob Daniel Birch
Kaitlyn Mary Bisswurm
Jaycyn Danielle Bonk
Allyson Elisabeth Borgardt*
Maggie Elizabeth Branch
Keena Brock
Nikki Brock
Dynasty Marie Brown
Tanner Andrew Buchanan
Megan Marie Burk
Anthony N. Burrows
Jamie Rose Buss
Zachary Robert Chartrand
Tayler Simone Clark
Channelle Colbert
Diamond Clyiesha Cole
Sara Frances Rae Collath
Christopher F. Connell
Glen Evert Cox
Rashon Eva Crenshaw
Courtney Ann Curry
Christopher Douglas Deno
Joel Perry Deutsch
Timothy James Devorse
Calvin Bernard Dodd
Eric Robert Dunn*
Dylan Michael Dwyer
Jebadia Thomas Ebber*
John Kofi Eshun
Bonnie Fabian

*Awarded Commencement Honors
McKenzie Erin Farrell
Anthony Feliciano
Lexi Marie Femrite
Emma Marie Field
Robin Anne Figarino
Caitlin Elizabeth Fleming
Nathan Charles Fritschler
Kaitlein Rose Fritz
Joseph John Getse
Michaela D. Gores*
Torie Anne Gramoll*
Celebrity A. Green
Brady Ludwig Hammerer
Helen Davidson Hanson
Charles Christopher Haws
Kaitlein Mary Hennessy*
Zer Her*
Steve M. Hewitt
Emily Ann Hinkle
Louisa Hogensen
Alexander Thomas Hojnacki
Austin John Holik*
Eric Thomas Hunsader
Rebecca Jane Immel
Jeremy Janowski
Davontae Johnson
Bobbie Jewel Jones
Kevin Scott Jorgensen
Kendra Jo Kawula
John Patrick Kelly
Brandon George Kienast
Kayla Jean Kintopf
Samantha Emily Krots
Cori Paige Krowski
Lane Douglas Kuffel
Robert Scott Kuklinski
Sean Gregory La Fleur
Adam Joseph LaBrosse*
Samantha Nicole Lafferty
Alexandria Lynn Lange
Ryan Jeffrey LeClair
Peng Lee
Leah Ann Letson*
Pemcheng Lo
Vacue Lo
Marjorie Jeannette Lopez
Latoya Jazmin Love
Corey Philip Lozano*
John Author Lucille
Cassidi Maye Lynch*
Stephanie Lynne Maciejewski
Micaela Marie Magel
Jason Theodore Maki*
Anthony John Matushak
Taylor Alexandra McCabe*
Alexis Gabrielle McCarty
LaJerrericia D. McCoy
Jasmine Marie McDonald
Caitlin Theresa McHugh*
Danielle Aria Esperanza-Medina
Isidro Mendoza
Thomas Jerald Meyer
Sarah Nicole Miller
Jessica Diane Miner*
Jonathan Mai-D Mitchell
Michelle Antoinette Moore
Alicia Alex Morgan
Jessica Morgano*
Kandis Motter
See Yang Moua
Olivia Courtney Moutry
Rukhemaryam Saleem Mughal
Alexander William Nelson
Stephanie Marie Pare
Courtney Pedersen
Shelbey Marie Puppe*
Ljiljana Radic
Joseph Taylor Redzinski
Kallie Johanna Reinke
Rhena Leigh Ripley
Luciano P. W Rogers
Christian Daniela Rojo
Amber Leanne Rush*
Brin Elizabeth Sargent
Joseph Michael Schmidt
Honor Schuld*
Robin Joy Sevedge*
Nicole Marie Severson*
Parminderjit Singh
Derek Smith
Erika Paige Smith
Samantha Brett Smith
Ryan Claire Sonntag*
Claire Abigail Stout
Brandon William Szalacinski
Christopher Joza Thao
NouDa Thao
Antonio William Thompson
Yvonne Marie Torres
Amy Elizabeth Tremmel*
Annie Van Hoof
Erie Elizabeth Vandersteen
Pa Der Yang
Bethany Vega
Mayra S Vega-Witte
Kimberly Virojana
Deborah Ann Ward
Gianina Rene Ward
Taylor Lynne Worthington
Kenya Makaya Warren
Darryl Watts
Sara Weaver
Bailey Anne Weber*
Kelsey Lynn Weber
Devin Marquise Whitfield*
Lauren Theresa Wiener*
Jeriann Wiley
Christian Jared Wilhelm*
Gregory Christopher Wilk
Reginald Lee Williams
Andrea Denise Williams
Kyle Aaron Williams
Lakeisha Roshay Willis
Ryan Christopher Woodruff
Steffany Xiong
Bao Yang
Lee Yang
Lister Yang
Meng Sonny Yang
Samantha Yang
Jonathan Young
Tammy Zelten*
Vanessa L. Zinke*
Sarah Quhong Zolandz

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Suzanne Abler
Andrea Azarian*
Nicole Beier
Gary Cooper-Sperber
Colin Daly*
Gabriela Dorantes
Nick Frinzi
Scott Hoffland*
Gayla Jenkins
Michelle Johnson*
Travis Jones
Jason Kantrowitz
Cindy Kluge*
Beth Kucera
Catherine Loomis*
Elizabeth Muslin
Olivia Navarro
Robert Pecl
Christopher Peters

Heath Powell
Matthew Preston
Mike Priem*
Jean Salzer*
Jim Schmidt
Ramona Sledge
Joel Spiess*
Amanda Thompson
Tiffany Thornton
Joely Urdan*
Valeria Volante
Linda Walker
Gwyn Wallander
Betty Warras*
Anne Willis
Susan Wolff
Adam Zembrosky
Seth Zlotocha
* Name Reader

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS

Susan Gordon
Karen Huenink

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF

Bjorn Case
Steve Kobiske
Mike Proell
Griffin Schroeder

Fernando Valdivia
Benjy Warbelton
Steve Wilke

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT

Sergeant Brian Switala and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT

Kristin Van Housen, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF

Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS

Carolyn Arnold
Timothy Bain
Tammy Howard
Sarine Schmidt
ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Gillian Drummond
Cynthia Fitzsimmons
Andrea Miller
Cindy Petrites

PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony. Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or email at giservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view and download today’s ceremony online at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
Share your commencement day with us! Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet and instagram your commencement moments by using the hashtag #uwmggrad. Check out all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.